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3
P RO C E E D I NG S

1

[2:30 p.m.]

2
CHAIRMAN JACKSON:

3

As you know,

Good afternoon,

ladies and

the Commission meets periodically

4

gentlemen.

5

with its

6

technical

7

radioactive

8

proper management of radioactive waste is

9

protection of public health and safety and relies

Advisory Committee on Nuclear Waste to discuss
issues related to the management and disposal of
waste.

The Commission recognizes that the
vital

for

input and advice from the Advisory Committee on

10

technical

11

Nuclear Waste to carry out our responsibilities

12

area.

13

upon

During today's meeting,

in

this

the Committee intends to

14

provide the Commission its

15

and you can correct me if

16

low levels of ionizing radiation;

17

compliance of the proposed high-level

18

Yucca Mountain;

19

licensing program strategy and key technical

20

issues and NRC activities

21

Research Council's report technical basis for Yucca Mountain

22

standards;

23

and elicitation.

24
25

5)

3)

views on the following topics,
I am wrong:
2)

1) health effects of
time span for
waste repository at

comments on high-level waste pre-

ACNW priority

issues;

4)

associated with the National

issues; and 6)

expert judgment

I understand that copies of the presentation are
available at the entrance to the meeting.
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1

Do either of my fellow commissioners have any

2

comments at this time?

3

If

not,

before I turn the meeting over to you,

4

Pomeroy,

5

this meeting marks the final Commission meeting for Dr.

6

Martin Steindler.

7

Dr.

my colleagues and I would' like to acknowledge that

Dr.

Steindler was an original member of the

8

Advisory Committee on Nuclear Waste and has served as its

9

vice chairman and chairman.

He was also a past member of

10

the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards as well as the

11

Atomic Safety and Licensing Board panel.

12

Dr.

Steindler,

your service over the past 24 years

13

has greatly contributed to the advancement

14

and to improvements

15

wanted to say publicly at this meeting,

16

letter

17

greatly appreciates the very many contributions you've made

18

over the years,

19

future endeavors.

in

of nuclear safety

our regulatory process,

that we transmitted to you,

in

and I just

addition to the

that the Commission

and we wish you all

the best in

all

of your

Thank you very much.

20

MR.

21

CHAIRMAN JACKSON:

22

[Applause.]

23

CHAIRMAN JACKSON:

24

MR.

25

[Laughter.]

STEINDLER:

GARRICK:

Thank you.

Yes.

In

fact,

I would like us to --

And he's speechless.
That's a world record.
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1
2

MR.

STEINDLER:

Perhaps a rare event.

Thank you very much.

remain speechless.

3

CHAIRMAN JACKSON:

4

Dr.

Pomeroy.

5

MR.

POMEROY:

6

Jackson,

Let me

Thank you.

Thank you very much,

Chairman

members of the Commission.
The first

7

presentation this

afternoon will be on

8

health effects of low levels of ionizing radiation.

9

considered this in

the past month or so and Drs.

We have

Garrick and

10

Steindler will share the presentation of this activity.

11

This is

12

have seen in

a work in

13

MR.

progress rather than something that you

the form of a letter.
STEINDLER:

Well,

let

14

that the viewgraphs that you have in

15

going to be quite followed in

16

the contents that you have.

17

so we have taken the liberty to shift

18

kept ourselves off-balance somewhat.

19

Let me start

me start

out by saying

front of you are not

the order or,
This is

in

a work in

fact,

some of

progress,

things around and have

out simply by saying that clearly the

20

Commission has emphasized appropriately risk-based and

21

scientifically

22

to how the Commission does its

23

clearly the basis for requirements to continue to examine

24

what it

25

and

sound regulations as a fundamental approach

is

business.

We think that's

that the Commission does.
In

our domain and the Advisory Committee on
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6
there are significant

attempts arising

1

Nuclear Waste domain,

2

to reduce residual levels of radiation to which the public

3

would be exposed in

4

facilities

5

pose some questions on cost-benefit and specifically the

6

things that have been raised in

7

fashion I would say in

8

last

9

potential benefits that are to be derived and the comparison

10

its

access to formerly contaminated

and formerly contaminated sites.

several years.

Those attempts

a very serious and emphatic

an increasingly loud tempo over the

The costs that are involved and the

of those two very often doesn't match.

11

Furthermore,

from our standpoint

12

the committee's standpoint --

13

quantities of waste with relatively little

14

poses some problems in

15

transportation and not trivial

16

involved.

17

--

that

is,

from

the generation of enormous
according benefit

both waste disposal as well as
issues of risk to the workers

Those general background circumstances,

18

we've in

19

look at the effects of low levels of radiation because those

20

issues,

21

several areas.

22

a sense outlined on the first

as I'll

carry out a little

First off,

viewgraph,

which

further,

led us to

keep arising in

the regulated nuclear activities

23

this country and elsewhere,

24

that have been at it

25

where clean-up is

especially in

for a while,

in

those countries

are now reaching the stage

becoming more and more prevalent.
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That

7

1

was not true perhaps 20 years ago,

2

becoming true now.

3

Furthermore,

but it's

certainly

as a number of federal agencies can

4

attest

5

costs associated with these clean-up operations and the

6

accompanying waste disposal processes are extreme.

7

often very difficult

8

to justify.

9

as a national resource allocation issue.

to and also,

of course,

the private industry,

the

They are

to bear and they're even very difficult

And that issue alone has become very important

The Commission has become involved appropriately

10
11

in

12

decommissioning and the SDMP program,

13

programs invariably face the bottom line of how clean is

14

clean enough and how far do we have to go.

decommissioning and the regulations involved in

15

Of late,

and all

of those

and by late I mean late in

my kind of

16

time frame,

17

information that has been generated and has been brought out

18

and is

19

literature

20

that new information has become fairly

21

beginning to show that there are some unusual results,

22

unusual in

23

conceived notions,

24

model.

25

which is

years rather than minutes,

increasingly visible in

the new

both the scientific

as well as what I would call the trade press,
massive and is

the sense that they challenge some of our preparticularly the linear non-threshold

The linear non-threshold model is,
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of course,

the

8

.

1

basis for essentially all

2

Commission uses,

3

well become a challenge to the risk-based notion of

4

regulations.

and so we have now encountered what could

We as the committee,

5
6

viewgraph,

7

together,

8

residual risk, which is

9

whole question of,

10

of the regulations that the

if

I think,

in

the next

I remember what order I asked Andy to put it

have made some comments that talk about negligible
akin to and related to certainly the

does the linear non-threshold model

apply?
So with that as a background,

11

our committee,

12

actually part of a subcommittee with the ACRS,

13

focus in

14

at the question of what are the health effects at very low

15

dose rates and very low dose levels,

16

course,

17

were addressing is,

18

and are they scientifically

19

In

began to

on waste issues and specifically we began to look

which is

regulations normally operate.

where,

of

And the question we

what sort of regulation bases are there
sound.

order to get started on that program,

we,

20

together with some ACRS people,

21

held a meeting to try and explore some of the information

22

that is

not involved in

23

model.

The second viewgraph,

24

out,

25

of things that we have been looking at from time to time on

in

a joint subcommittee,

the linear non-threshold theory or
I think,

if

will show you a litany of our activities

Andy can pull it
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and the kind

9

1

this topic.
Well,

2

following the

--

I would say not quite

the sense that it

a

3

working group meeting in

4

day,

5

was our conclusion that this was a subject that the

6

Commission should be looking at and should be looking at

7

from the standpoint of collecting information so that the

8

bases for its

wasn't a full

but we had almost a half a day-plus on the subject,

9

it

actions are at least transparent.

So our original conclusions,

which you had in

which gave you two options --

your

10

viewgraphs,

11

would suggest that you go through a study on your own or,

12

two,

13

program and look at that topic and come back to the

14

Commission with a study of what information is

15

That was our original conclusion.

one is

that we

we then learned that the NCRP was asked to look at that

16

Then we had a chat with Dr.

available.

John Glenn,

who is

the

17

supervisor from research of the NCRP interaction,

and found

18

that the kind of things that were concerning us --

namely,

19

the need to be effectively complete

20

data,

21

at the information and the health effects of low levels of

22

radiation,

23

radiobiological

24

biological mechanisms that could be involved --

25

in

in

the analysis of the

the need to be sure that not only are people looking

fact,

but that they do so in

the context of some

theory and some understanding of the

being covered by the NCRP study in
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those were,

accordance with

10

1

their

action plan,

2

So in

3

in

4

done.

their

task definition.
the things that we were interested

a sense,

recommending to the Commission are,

5

Our conclusion,

therefore,

6

truncated from what you have in

7

conclusion comes in

8

is

9

like that the folks in

in

fact,

you know,

front of you.

very simple terms.

One,

a very important and very timely subject,

now being

has been
Our

we believe this
and it

looks

research have agreed to that general

10

conclusion.

We certainly strongly support the research

11

initiative

12

We will make what efforts we can to monitor the progress of

13

that program,

14

progress reports the NCRP committee would turn out,

15

it

16

final conclusions,

in

moving ahead with the program,

and it

is

with the NCRP.

not yet clear to us what kind of
but if

turns out intermediary reports between now and their

17

we will probably look at them.

But equally important,
committee is

out,

once the report of that

18

commission --

19

and determine what implications those results have for the

20

activities

21

regulations.

22

It

23

timely and we think it's

24

the rationale of regulations.

25

our situation at this point.

of the Commission in

is

work in

we will try and analyze that

relation to formulating

progress.

We believe it

certainly important in
That basically,
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is

quite

relation to
I think,

is

11

I might just add that there is

1

a very controversial

topic.

on question that

The issues that we're

2

this is

3

looking at do not intend to simply dive into a controversial

4

issue.

5

whether we can clarify in

6

what the data show and then analyze the impact on future

7

regulations.

That's not the purpose.

9

trying to do summarized --

10

not numbered.

11

MR.

12

STEINDLER:

to see

terms useful to the Commission

CHAIRMAN JACKSON:

8

The purpose is

Is

the end point of what you're

and I guess the viewgraphs are

Unfortunately,

they're not

numbered.

13

CHAIRMAN JACKSON:

It's

14

this particular group,

15

most recent general perspective

the one that says the committee's

16

MR.

17

CHAIRMAN JACKSON:

STEINDLER:

18

particular end point that,

19

attention to?

20

MR.

STEINDLER:

no.

the third from the back of

--

Yes.
--

was noted.

you know,

that a

you're focusing your

At this point,

At this point,

Is

our concern --

21

answer is

our concern is

22

that the data collection that the NCRP turns out and the

23

quality of the critique of the information they have

24

uncovered stands or could stand scrutiny in

25

nosed fashion.
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the

to make sure

a fairly

hard-

12

1

What then follows from that remains to be seen.

2

Part of what follows from that could well be in

3

this viewgraph.

4
5

CHAIRMAN JACKSON:
follow-on by Dr.
MR.

STEINDLER:

7

MR.

GARRICK:

it.

9

issues here.

Is

there going to be a

Garrick?

6

8

Okay.

accord with

But Marty is

I think -No,

I don't have anything to add to

correct in

There is

that there are two separate

the issue that could be described as

10

a negligible risk issue,

11

threshold issue,

12

addressed simultaneously.

and then there is

the linear

and they don't necessarily need to be

13

CHAIRMAN JACKSON:

Okay.

14

COMMISSIONER ROGERS:

15

COMMISSIONER DICUS:

No,

Mr.

Rogers?

I don't have any.

You mentioned some cost

16

benefit and the savings that might be had.

Of course,

17

recognize also this is

Is

18

feel for what kind of cost savings or benefits there are

19

down the road?

20

MR.

a work in

progress.

I

there any

A broad question.
STEINDLER:

No,

it's

in

fact the key question.

21

In

the course of our trying to put this thing together,

22

of the things we've said to ourselves is

23

good if

24

ratios we had.

25

at this point have those data available.

it

one

would be very

we had some estimate of what kind of cost-benefit
The answer to the question is
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no,

we do not

13
1

In

thinking through what processes we might use to

2

try and extract some order of magnitude,

3

seems to be doing for some kind of hazardous material,

4

it

5

or arsenic and groundwater,

6

at a decent protocol.

doesn't make any difference whether it's

7

My personal intuition is
this,

but the data would be shaky,

9

don't know what the end point is.

arriving

that you can probably do
particularly since you
And it's

that we're trying to get at at this stage in

the end point
the game.

Former Commissioner DePlanque addressed that issue

11
12

in

13

And so there is

14

been looked at.

15

a little

the paper she wrote,

16
17

and

lead and paint

we had some difficulty

8

10

which everybody

--

largely from analytical

standpoints.

a portion of that information has already

One can make a stab at it,

but it

would be

iffy.
CHAIRMAN JACKSON:

In

your actual suggestions,

you

had two pieces to it.

18

MR.

19

CHAIRMAN JACKSON:

STEINDLER:

20

support,

21

with the NCRP.

you know,

Yes.
You seem to be endorsing the

and supporting the research initiatives

22

MR.

23

CHAIRMAN JACKSON:

STEINDLER:

Right.
Does that cover both aspects of

24

your recommendation?

25

indicate that you thought that NRC would need to have

I'm looking particularly where you
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14

1

special attention in

2

relevant experts.

3

MR.

selected areas with the assignment of
would --

I mean,

STEINDLER:

We initially

thought we would find

4

that as a compelling suggestion until we had a look at the

5

make-up of the committee.

6

and our contention was that as long as he's heading the

7

committee,

Upton is

heading that committee,

some of the concerns that we had would disappear.
We did not and could not on our own evaluate the

8
9

other members of the panel,

and so that conclusion was based

10

on knowledge of the chair.

And we thought at the moment

11

that was perfectly adequate,

12

controversy of this topic arises because,

13

keeping with Thomas Kuhn's paradigm problems,

14

of the non-threshold model,

15

unpopular and was unpopular,

16

model often failed to show up in

17

that problem that we tried

18

obliquely as it

19

conclusions.

20

point,

but the --

a portion of the
essentially in
the violation

linear non-threshold model is
and data that did not meet that
the literature,

to address,

should have been,

in

and it's

maybe not as

some of our

I think our general consensus is

that,

at this

the NCRP will take care of that problem.

21

MR.

GARRICK:

Yes.

Our underlying interest in

22

this is

to take steps towards establishing at least what our

23

knowledge base is

24

quality,

25

very strong positions and some of them have been peer

on this subject and to calibrate

its

because we observed papers and studies that take
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15
1

reviewed and rigorously confirmed by other authors.

2

have not.

3

information base is

4

research,

5

would be very helpful to us all.

6

And this whole issue of the instability

if

Others
of the

something that even without further

we could do something about that,

I think it

We very seldom know where we should be starting

7

from,

and that's

8

and some sort of distinctive and credible evaluation of the

9

work that's

been done,

I think that would be an important

10

first

and that's

sort of what's behind our

11

recommendation.

step,

12

what I think the NCRP type investigation

CHAIRMAN JACKSON:

Okay.

But at this point,

you

13

don't feel that any additional expertise or resources are

14

necessary.

15

MR.

STEINDLER:

Our understanding is

16

committee is

17

committee or group is

18

be seen who else they put on the committee.

19

that the

not fully constituted at this point,

But let

not fully constituted.

me just make a comment,

20

on the quality of the information is

21

coin.

22

MR.

GARRICK:

23

MR.

STEINDLER:

Yes.

It

the NCRP
remains to

that our concern

on both sides of the

Yes.

There are problems with folks

24

whose results do not support the linear non-threshold

25

theory,

and there are problems with data on the other side
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16

1

as well.
You referenced the new

COMMISSIONER DICUS:

2
3

information or new studies coming to light or studies that

4

may not have been used in

5

quickly an idea of what some of those studies are.

6

MR.

STEINDLER:

the past.

Well,

Can you give us just

the one most often cited in

7

the halls of this agency,

the shipyard workers study of 700-

8

some-odd thousand people,

and there is

9

exposure Canadian study which has been subject to a

10

significant amount of controversy.
Myron Polycove probably would be able to give you

11
12

a more complete list,

13

MR.

and we can certainly --

GARRICK:
to be,

The shipyard study is

14

what appears

15

comprehensive

16

other hand,

17

parts.

18

hear about this whole subject.

19

a mammogram x-ray

when it's

described,

an example of

a very

and controlled study on the one hand.

it

really wasn't published except in

And so that's

pieces and

the type of problem we're having as we

CHAIRMAN JACKSON:

The NCRP study is

focusing on

20

the linear no-threshold model and the quality of that

21

knowledge base?

22

MR.

STEINDLER:

23

CHAIRMAN JACKSON:

24

MR.

25

CHAIRMAN JACKSON:

GARRICK:

On the

Yes.
And its

validation?

Yes.
It

is

not looking at the
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17

1

quality of the knowledge base with respect to threshold

2

models and studies?
MR.

3

I mean,

is

that what you're telling

I'm not sure they are going to

STEINDLER:

once you define a work scope for the NCRP

4

limit --

5

committee,

6

So the answer to your question is

they will expand the work scope as appropriate.

MR.

7
8

GARRICK:

It's

--

called research.

[Laughter.]
MR.

9
10

us?

STEINDLER:

I believe that's

a valid

statement.

11

CHAIRMAN JACKSON:

12

MR.

13

at the data and critically

14

they are going to cover all

STEINDLER:

Okay.

But they are charged with looking
evaluating it,

and I would assume

aspects of it.

The Commission's interests are fairly

15

narrow in

16

the sense that we're looking at low dose and low dose rates,

17

and in

18

used to back the linear no-threshold theory becomes

19

irrelevant

20

database for the Japanese,

21

dose,

22

made that distinction already.

that sense,

--

one of the things which has been commonly

namely,

modest dose,

the Atomic Bomb Casualty Commission's

dose levels,

23

CHAIRMAN JACKSON:

24

MR.

25

which are high dose rates,

POMEROY:

low

and BIER 5 and others have

Okay.

Thank you.

And our next presentation this

afternoon will be on the time span for compliance of the
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1

proposed high level waste repository at Yucca Mountain,

2

Nevada.

The lead members that will conduct this discussion

3

are Drs.

Hinze and Garrick.

4

Bill?

5

MR.

6

As we promised to you in

HINZE:

Right.

Thank you,

Paul.
we were

a recent letter,

7

going to look at this kind of compliance issue in

8

detail.

9

month as a result of our deliberations presenting the

10

findings on the application of this to Yucca Mountain.

We have done so,

greater

and we have sent you a letter

slide,

The first

12

outline of our --

13

We're going to say a few words about the background of this

14

very vexing problem,

15

considerations

16

from a generic standpoint.

And on the basis of the

17

assumptions and premises in

these considerations,

18

then suggest regulatory principles from a general standpoint

19

for establishing this time span for compliance of nuclear

20

waste facilities;

21

we will look at the scientific

22

we have learned over the past 15 years at the Yucca Mountain

23

repository site;

24

principles for recommendations

25

the first

shows an

11

in

page here,

this

basically the letter

and the presentation.

and then we will look at the

defining a time of regulatory compliance

then,

to focus this in

we will

on Yucca Mountain,

and technical insights that

and then we'll apply this to the general
to you.

The time period of regulatory compliance can be
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1

defined very simply as the period that risk of adverse

2

consequences will be below a specified standard.

3

be the standard,

4

the risk standard in

This will

197.

The existing generic standards

in

191 and our own

5

Part 60 have been stated at 10,000 years within five

6

kilometers of the repository.

7

subject to a considerable

8

at those numbers and subsequent

9

standards and regulations.
As a result,

10

This,

of course,

amount of controversy in

arriving

to the acceptance of those

the National Research Council's panel

11

that looked into the site

12

rejected the 10,000-year compliance period,

13

was without technical or scientific

14

sense they were appropriately --

15

without that technical

16

possibly a --

17

has been

specific Yucca Mountain standards

justification.

stating that it

justification,

and in

a

we agree that this is
They suggested

or potentially a much longer period of time.

The dilemma,

as we have spelled it

out in

this

18

second slide,

19

that the period of compliance must be long enough an event

20

to evaluate the potential releases of radionuclides and the

21

processes involved in

22

the critical

23

the uncertainties overwhelm the process and the results

24

become questionable at best.

25

however,

in

developing a time span of compliance,

group,

we felt

is

transporting these to the biosphere to

and yet they must not be so long that

So we have this dilemma;

that with site-specific information,
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1

could make reasonable assumptions in

2

solution could be arrived at for the time of compliance.

3

In

the next slide,

order that a defensible

the third slide,

what we did

4

was we tried

5

stated,

and the first

6

that is

that the high-level

7

capable of preventing leakage of the radionuclides to the

8

biosphere for a minimum of several thousands of years.

9

to define some general assumptions as I've
of these was kind of a baseline,

The second is

10

consider all

11

defense in

12

assessment.

13

repository system must be

that the risk evaluation must

of those things that are in
depth,

and

60 as part of the

and this should be done using performance

But we are also cognizant of the fact that there

14

are limitations to performance assessment as a predictive

15

tool.

16

investigative tool,

17

positive and negative attributes at the repository site

18

also looking at relative risks under various scenarios.

It

19

is

primarily in

What alternatives

21

recommend?

23
24
25

MR.

best sense used as an

and helping us to distinguish between

CHAIRMAN JACKSON:

20

22

its

and

Let me ask you a question.

to performance assessment would you then

HINZE:

We do recommend the use of performance

assessments.
CHAIRMAN JACKSON:

No,

I know,

but I mean what

predictive tools do you recommend?
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1

MR.

HINZE:

Well,

the alternative that is

2

mentioned as the alternative

3

look at natural analogues,

4

analogues.

5

their

6

have been out front in

7

And this is

8

the performance

9

letters

10

And,

of course,

geochemical studies,

to performance assessment is

to

and we do have some natural
the Center,

particularly

in

including those at Pena Blanco,

terms of using natural analogues.

a very important benchmarking,
assessment,

and it's

if

you will,

to

why this committee in

to you has supported the natural analogues

as an

important aspect of the entire program.
CHAIRMAN JACKSON:

11

Couldn't one argue that the use

12

of natural analogues have a role in

13

uncertainties

14

to set,

15

if

in

performance assessment,

you will,
MR.

helping to bound

confidence

HINZE:

Well,

you know,

in

I believe that they are very

useful.

The natural analogues can be very useful in

17

bounding conditions and also in

18

the performance of the site,

19

performance assessment modelling that you're doing.
MR.

GARRICK:

this area.

order

intervals?

16

20

commonly

calibrating,

if

setting

you will,

and therefore calibrating the

Not being a geologist,

I can get

21

reckless in

22

as a non-geologist

23

I think this is

24

natural analogues

25

uncertainty with respect to the natural geologic setting.

is

I think that the way I understand it
that the natural analogues

can --

actually what you were alluding to -can help us a great deal in
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reducing the

22
1

Now,

the question is

origin there versus its

how much of the uncertainty

2

has its

origin with respect to

3

human-related activities,

and that includes not only the

4

issue of human intrusion,

but also all

5

having to do with disturbing the geologic formation from the

6

actual excavation work to imposing foreign material in

7

in

8

issue of human intrusion.

9

So it

the human activities

the form of engineered barriers and what have you to the

really depends upon what turns out to be the

10

largest contributor to uncertainty,

11

question,

12

natural analog is

13

confidence

but there is

my geology friends have convinced me,

in

no
that the

one source of giving us increased

the geologic setting.

14

CHAIRMAN JACKSON:

15

MR.

HINZE:

If

Thank you.

I may proceed,

then,

we also felt

16

that the time of compliance is

17

with the definition of the reference biosphere and the

18

critical

19

regulations,

20

the risk that is

21

very intimately connected

group and should be tied to that in
not in

the standard,

specified in

Finally,

the

but simply be based upon

the standard.

we concluded that the uncertainties

22

associated with processes and events that affect the

23

repository will increase with time.

24

clear.

25

there

Then if

I think that is

you apply those assumptions

CHAIRMAN JACKSON:

pretty

--

So there's on circumstance
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1

under which the uncertainties would not increase?
MR.

2

HINZE:

Well,

no.

For example,

the igneous activity,

if

you had a
the potential

3

long enough time period,

4

for volcanic activity would be one,

5

that you would have involved in

6

no,

7

uncertainties would not be a linear function with time.

8

fact,

9

the climate,

10

there are --

the definition of it.

not a linear function of time.

it's

they may vary with time.
that that may --

But
The

And one of those aspects

In
is

that may undergo a variable

bound.
CHAIRMAN JACKSON:

11
12

would be the time span

theoretically it's
MR.

13

So it's

not linear and

not necessarily monatomic?

HINZE:

That's right.

And it's

certainly

14

going to vary depending upon whether you're dealing with the

15

degradation of a canister or whether you're dealing with a

16

change

in

the geological process or the climate or the

17

change

in

the --

you know,

and on infinitum.

18

CHAIRMAN JACKSON:

19

MR.

20

suggestion in

21

first

22

based upon the estimated time for release and transport of

23

the radionuclides to reach the critical

24

estimate should be based upon consideration of the waste and

25

the repository,

HINZE:

In

our letter

Okay.

any event,

this has led us to a

to you of a two-part approach.

The

part of the compliance time period then should be

the site

group.

characterization,
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using a total
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1

system performance analysis.

2

integrity of the site

3

of years.

4

And this GSPA must confirm the

for a baselining of several thousands

We have also suggested that the reference

5

biosphere and critical

6

the premise of no major changes in

7

current society and based upon our present knowledge,

8

that the climate changes can be reasonably bounded.

9

course,

should be defined on

lifestyles

from our
and
Of

they will vary as a function of time.
Further,

10

group defined --

the compliance time should be

11

sufficiently short such that the extrapolations

12

future should be --

13

and this is

14

have suggested that they be limited to reasonably modest

15

uncertainties.

16

specified period of time.

17

should not lead to undue uncertainties,

a problem that we've just mentioned.

Now,

into the

That's the first

part,

the second part is

and that's

And we

a

based upon assessments

18

extending to the calculated time of a peak risk, and this

19

follows,

20

Council panel's suggestion that --

21

there should be no definitive measure of compliance,

22

thus,

23

if

you will,

very closely to the National Research
and here we suggest that
and

this should not become a de facto regulation.
But we certainly believe that one should test

24

to that period of time of peak risk and identify the

25

important performance

out

factors by comparing the calculated
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1

peak risk and comparing that against the standard that's

2

specified in

3

depending upon the difference,

4

actions need to be taken,

5

barriers,

this first

part,

waste containers,

7

a kind of defense in

8

kind of regulatory action.

9

MR.

that perhaps ameliorating

such as greater engineered
et cetera.

CHAIRMAN JACKSON:

6

and on the basis of that,

So in

a sense,

depth or your way of crediting some

HINZE:

Yes,

ma'am.

This committee I think is

10

very much enamored with the defense in

11

its

12

we have stressed throughout this.

--

what it

13

is

that relates to

accomplishing.

We have been --

depth and appreciates

And that's

something that

DOE has been investigating the

14

Yucca Mountain area for 15 years or so,

15

site

16

insights that are important that relate to the time of

17

compliance.

18

The current climate is

19

important thing is

20

perhaps that term "likely" should be taken out.

21

is

22

condition where we will have colder,

23

But still,

24

suggests,

25

net result is

characterization

is

And the first

is

and I guess the second

the climate is

our --

there are a number of

of these involves the climate.

arid,

going to change and it

it

not complete,

and although the

going to change,

and

The climate

likely will change to a pluvial
more humid conditions.

as our review of the situation

that the area will still
that we will have --

be semi-arid.
it's

And the

unlikely to have a
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1

marked effect on the reference biosphere or lifestyle

2

critical

3

and it

4

will still

an arid or semi-arid area.

be in

Furthermore,

the flux as a result of these pluvial

5

conditions will increase,

6

through the repository site.

7

south of the glaciation

This will be still

group.

of the

Furthermore,

but it

will still

the recent site

be limited

characterizations

8

have shown us that we have potentially short transport times

9

in

--

of the fluids in

the unsaturated zone,

but we also

10

believe that there is

11

the saturated zone leading from Yucca Mountain to the

12

critical

13

kilometers away to the south in

14

group,

potentially long transport times in

and the critical

The uncertainties

group located some 20,

in

30

Amargosa Valley.
predicting the time-dependent

15

and the spacial variations have come to the fore as a result

16

of these discussions,

17

with adequate site

18

integrative qualities of the processes,

19

dependent uncertainties

20

climate change will be more prominent than those derived

21

from spacial variations.

22

high tectonic --

23

but it

is

the committee's belief that

characterization

and considering the
that the time

and events and processes

That is

our conclusion.

such as

This is

a

high gradient tectonic climatic area.

I'm going to skip the next'one,

24

the point where we have the --

25

have recommendations

and we then reach

based upon these insights,

for the Yucca Mountain repository
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.

1

compliance period,

2

And if

3

some of this is

and these involve our two-part approach.

you'll bear with me,

do this rapidly,

because

really repetitive of our general principles.

But first

4

I'll

of all,

the first

part of the time

5

period of compliance should be defined in

6

regulations being developed to implement the EPA standard,

7

and this should be based upon the knowledge of the

8

engineering and scientific

9

we should apply performance assessment --

10

have --

11

the analytical tool.

the NRC

aspects of the repository.
it's

And

the best we

and use the best bounding conditions that we have as

It

12

should be defined in

13

has to be,

I believe --

14

critical

15

of those characteristics

group.

very closely --

with the reference biosphere and the

And again,

Finally,

16

concert,

this is

taking into account all

that we know at the present time.

this time period of compliance should not

17

be shorter than the estimated time for potential

18

radionuclide contaminates to reach the critical

19

longer than the time period over which scientific

20

extrapolations can be convincingly made.
In

21

this regard,

that the NMSS staff

group and no

we have suggested to you in

22

letter

23

technical

24

to be certain that there are no holes in

25

knowledge that will be critical

the

might review the scientific

components involved in

this,

needed for this,

and
and

our existing

to making that no shorter
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1

than/no longer than decision.
Based upon the current

2

information,

compliance

3

period may be even somewhat greater than 10,000 years.

4

is

5

than we have carried out.

That

certainly something awaiting much more detailed study

6

The second part of this,

then,

requires the

7

assessment,

using the PA as the analytical

tool,

8

from the specified compliance period of time in

9

part to the calculated peak risk.

to extend
the first

The regulations for the

10

compliance here should be significantly less stringent than

11

are specified in

12

the first

part.

There needs to be strong consideration obviously

13

of the increasing scientific,

technical and critical

14

uncertainties,

reference biosphere

15

uncertainties.

16

the biosphere,

group

Depending upon the extent that the peak risk

17

exceeds the standard,

steps may be taken to do something

18

about the difference,

the two,

19

the standard in

20

the second part should not become de facto regulation.

21

That's the second time I've said that and I really want to

22

emphasize that.

23

the first

part.

We think that this

bring it

closer calculated to

And we strongly feel that

has the potential to be a

24

robust,

relatively simple procedure of getting at the time

25

of compliance that will be defensible.
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Commissioner Rogers?

1

THE COURT:

2

COMMISSIONER ROGERS:

Well,

3

you say existing knowledge,

4

now,

5

going to be much more available;

that's

I mean like as of today,

6

MR.

HINZE:

Well,

I take it

that when

really what we know right

because there is
is

probably not

that right?

we had a presentation by Steve

7

Brocum from DOE this morning,

8

studies that DOE plans to continue in

9

studies up until 2010.

and he was talking about the
terms of confirmatory

We don't have the details of those.

10

We've asked for some of the details on that,

11

have those.

12

small amount more of information,

13

going to get --

14

going to get the kind of information that's

15

a great insight into what the reference biosphere or the

16

critical

17

of thousands.

18

but we don't

But presumably we're going to be getting some
but I don't think we're

within even a couple of decades,

going to give us

group might be several thousands of years or tens

So I think that the international

community,

19

think our --

20

that comes pretty akin to the present,

21

our knowledge.

22

this is

23

rates of change that we have at the present time.

24
25

we're not

I

the national community have set upon something
but also based upon

I would like to think that we have also --

my personal feeling,

is

COMMISSIONER ROGERS:
doesn't seem as if

that we also can look at

I'm just wondering if

it

we're using the knowledge that we have
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now based on the site

2

a regulatory requirement which in

3

say that it's

4

there's the possibility of a kind of circular process going

5

on here,

6

then write that into a regulation,

7

expect the result to be when you go to licensing from that,

8

because you've based it

already met it

a sense somewhat seems to

because it

looks to me like

that you set the TOC based on what you know and

9
10

to define this period of compliance as

bit

and I wonder if

MR.

11

HINZE:

Well,

uncomfortable

about that

you might address that.
we have been concerned or we

12

have certainly considered this ourselves.

13

Marty,

14

Perhaps you would like to say a few words

I don't know --

we've been discussing this just within the day.

15

MR.

STEINDLER:

Well,

let

me just make the comment

16

that what we have done here is

17

compliance that's

18

the generic approach or the general approach that in

19

says,

20

related to the site

21

that plume arrive at the critical

22

phase is

23

the peak dose.

24

Now,

25

do you

on what you know.

So I'm just a little
aspect of it,

and how different

one,

it's

a site

site

we have defined a time of

specific in

terms of numbers using

a two-phase process;

two,

characterizations,

the first

namely,

effect
phase is

how fast does

group; and the second

characteristic which says when and where is

it's

not circular in

simple time of compliance.

the sense that this is

What one then meeds to do is
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1

define the risk at time of compliance.

2

unacceptable,

3

conclusion you draw is

4

you currently have,

5

to support within regulations the facility.

6

to a linear conclusion.

7

back around.

8
9

especially in

Now,
analysis is

if

fairly

the first

If

that risk is

phase,

that this site,

then you --

the

with the information

doesn't look like it's

going to be able
That gets you

I don't think that will bring you

subsequently it

turns out that the

shaky because you're missing some very

10

important pieces of information and you,

11

get that information,

12

time of compliance the analysis to determine what the risk

13

is

fact,

14

decision as to whether or not it

15

doesn't.

go out and

and you redo for the same or different

at time of compliance,

16

in

then you can make a second
meets the standards or it

But I think the issue that we're raising in

this

17

letter,

which I think Bill will probably carry further,

18

that there are two things that we're saying.

19

think we have a methodology for rationally determining time

20

of compliance rather than the coin-flipping which was done

21

for the 10,000 years or other times of compliance as used

22

internationally.

23

So,

24

be,

as it

25

specific;

one,

we have a rational way,

probably should be,

site

One is

is

we

which happens to

characteristically

and then the second one for Yucca Mountain,
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1

indicated something in

2

what we know right now.

3

Now,

if

it

excess of 10,000 years because that's

turns out that DOE for one reason or

4

another addresses the issue of the critical

5

fast the plume moves to it,

and concludes on the basis of

6

convincing evidence that it

isn't

7

years,

8

characteristic

group and how

20,00 years,

then the time of compliance moves.

9

MR.

it's

4,000

But that's

a site

driven number.
HINZE:

You cannot be assured that the site

is

10

going to meet the standard on the basis of this time of

11

compliance.

12

totality

13

correct number at the --

14

standard at that time of compliance.

It

15

of the integrity of the total

including the site.

16

It

17

moving the critical

18

COMMISSIONER ROGERS:

19

critical

20

scientific

21

the critical

22

considerations,

23

about.

24

requirement that you must have enough information to be able

25

to do --

It

very well may not be,

if

the

--

if

--

if

the

of the systems analysis doesn't give you that
if

you don't remain below the

system,

would be somewhat circular,

I think,

gives you a measure

if

you started

group around or you started changing --

group.

No,

I'm not thinking about the

I'm just thinking about the engineering and

aspects of the repository.
group.
it

That's a different
seems to me,

I'm not talking about
set of

than what I'm concerned

But I'm just troubled with what seems to me a

which

--

and fed into

a model of some
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1
2

determine this time of compliance,
When you have that,

these arrival times.
it

isn't

rather --

3

you have it

with any confidence,

4

now a rule,

I mean,

5

that has to be applied to the acceptability of the site

6

the proposed licensing of the site,

7

rather a simple step to decide based on an acceptable

8

definition of the critical

9

limits are acceptable,

10

MR.

because that's

I mean,

going to be

going to be the critical

that's

then isn't

it

test

group as to whether the exposure
the risk is

STEINDLER:

acceptable?

Having pegged the time of

compliance,

12

level of.risk.

13

the level of risk that determines whether at time of

14

compliance,

15

remains an independent variable.

you can ignore other statements concerning the
If

you can't do that a priori,

that facility

will fly.

then it

determined by what?

COMMISSIONER ROGERS:

Well,

17

MR.

among other things,

STEINDLER:

18

transport properties,

19

geochemistry in

Well,

is

But the level of risk

16

the source term,

the

the chemistry,

the

the area.

COMMISSIONER ROGERS:

21

the time of compliance?

22

MR.

STEINDLER:

No.

Don't you need those to get

The time of compliance

23

largely will be determined by water travel time.

24

things move with water;

25

or

just

11

20

if

Some

some things don't.

COMMISSIONER ROGERS:

Yes,

but the different
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1

characteristics

of the site

2

have to be known --

3

MR.

4

COMMISSIONER

5

compliance,

6
7

STEINDLER:

with respect to water transport

Yes.

ROGERS:

--

to determine

the time of

don't they?

MR.

STEINDLER:

Yes.

Or at least estimated with

some reasonable certainty.

8

COMMISSIONER ROGERS:

9

MR.

STEINDLER:

Right.

That's right.

COMMISSIONER ROGERS:

10

Yes.

Well,

I don't know,

this is

11

something I have to chew on a bit.

12

different way to approach it

13

this more.

14

get to that,

15

shorter than estimated time for potential radionuclide

16

contaminants to reach the critical

17

the time period over which scientific

18

convincingly made.

19

It's

a somewhat

and I would like to think about

But the second approach,

the --

before we

the sort of bounds that you've set should be no

Now,

what is

group and no longer than
extrapolations can be

that upper bound?

20

that?

21

extrapolations can be convincingly made?

22

difficult

What is

23

well,

How do you get at

this time period over which scientific
Isn't

that a very

thing to pin down?
MR.

24

and that's

25

degradation

HINZE:

Well,

it

is

a tough thing to pin down,

why we suggest this estimated time for the
of the waste as well as a transport as
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1

specifying the time.

2

as possible so that you don't get into these large

3

uncertainties.

4

We are

--

You want to minimize that time as much

I

think we're going to have a very

5

difficult

time putting a bound on these uncertainties and

6

their

7

the problem with accepting,

8

because you're so far out there that your results are of

9

questionable value in

meaningfulness

after a long period of time,
for example,

and that's

the peak risk,

terms of the bounding conditions.

10

Does that make sense?

11

COMMISSIONER ROGERS:

Well,

yes,

except I don't

12

know

13

this,

14

time periods.

15

work fine before anything gets out,

16

things start

17

to head towards the boundary and arrive at the point where

18

you're going to measure the total

19

that point.

20

transport time and the time before release,

21

quite long.

22

and some people think that they could be very effective

23

we won't get into that debate --

24

thousands of years,

25

isn't

--

I

don't

have any feeling

about

--

the process you're describing here,
One is

one in

I mean,

in

I

think of

terms of three

which the engineered barriers
and then the time when

to leak out of the engineered barrier and start

period of compliance at

So there are two time periods there,

If

the engineered barrier is

but if

the

which could be

really effective,
--

you're talking about

some people think thousands of years

too hard a thing to satisfy an engineered barriers.
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1

So you've got thousands of years in

2

time period before anything gets out of the engineered

3

past the engineered barrier,

4

wherever you're going to measure its

5

start

6

and then you've got another time from then until the peak of

7

the exposure starts

8

about what that third time is

to hit.

then the time to get out to
arrival,

where it

could

And I don't have any feeling

How long does it
arrivals start

--

you've got a second time period,

to do some damage,

9

your first

compared to the second time.

take for --

since the,

you know,

10

first

to show up before the peak develops and

11

what determines that?

12

implied that that's

a very long time,

13

long time?

I'm not challenging it,

14

understand it.

15

times,

16

kinds of effects which have

17

kinds,

18

much greater chance of taking place,

19

might have a very much greater chance of taking place at

20

that site

I mean,

Is

But then,

then aren't

we --

that a --

if

I mean,

you've sort of

but what sets it
I

just don't

we're talking about very long

don't we have to worry about other
--

external effects of various

maybe vulcanism or something of this sort,

if

as a

that has a

or earthquakes

that

you wait long enough.

21

MR.

HINZE:

Exactly.

22

COMMISSIONER ROGERS:

So the longer the time of

23

compliance is,

the more challenges can hit

24

these other sources even though it

25

So if

the site

from

may be a very good site.

you go into the very long extreme

limit,
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1

going to hit

it.

2

MR.

3

COMMISSIONER ROGERS:

4

MR.

5

COMMISSIONER ROGERS:

6

it

HINZE:

The probability of vulcanism is

HINZE:

And so then does that wipe

out?
MR.

8

COMMISSIONER ROGERS:

HINZE:

of compliance,
that the site

11

vulcanism.

12

have a little

13

how this would work.

14

why we have

--

Because you've met the time
you know,

assurance

will be wiped out by an earthquake
And so these are the things that,
trouble in

MR.
performance

16

That's

but you've also had a,

10

15

Yes.

Yes.

7

9

one.

GARRICK:

putting together in

you know,

I

understanding

You have articulated very well why

assessment is

MR.

or a

STEINDLER:

difficult.
Well,

let

me just make a comment

17

for the far out time.

That's precisely why we're fairly

18

careful

19

you judge that peak dose ought to be relaxed considerably,

20

because your uncertainties get to be really fairly

21

pronounced.

22

probability of vulcanism someplace in

23

fact blow all

24

know --

25

you wait long enough that there will be a debilitating

saying that the stringency of criteria

It

is

not necessary,

just because of the
the area that you in

of the activity downstream.

and it's

in

against which

There is,

you

that sense that you're not assured if
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1

catastrophe at the repository,

2

presumably will save you.

3
4

and that's

the thing that

The other side of the coin is,

depending on how

you --

5

COMMISSIONER ROGERS:
STEINDLER:

That's a little

shaky to --

6

MR.

7

going to have to work very hard to convince somebody that

8

they have a reasonable handle on it.

9

MR.

It

is

shaky,

GARRICK:

and my geology friends are

I think the idea of breaking

10

the kind of pieces you have is

ii

assessment is

12

source term and when,

13

can think in

14

geosphere and then finally the biosphere and uptake.

15

If

fact,

into

exactly what the performance

attempting to do.
in

it

You can think in
there is

terms of the transport,

a source,

and then --

we are to believe the performance

terms of a
and you
through the

assessments

16

that have been performed by DOE,

17

the time to get to the biosphere is

18

thousands of years,

19

considerably uncertainty,

20

the order of hundreds of thousands of years.

21

really mainly talking about,

22

and as we prove our understanding and develop new insights,

23

is

24

think that's

25

there is

indications

that

of the order of

tens of thousands possibly with
and the time to peak risk is

And what we're

as we gather more information

reducing the uncertainty in

those kinds of numbers.

what the characterization
I think that's

of

what we --

I

program will do.

I doubt that we're going
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1

to change,

2

much,

3

have a major impact on the uncertainty,

4

important part of this whole process and we'll be probably

5

coming back to that subject in

if

you wish,

the central tendency parameters very

but we certainly are,

6

MR.

HINZE:

but it

If

with new information,

I may,

a little

going to

and that's

a very

while here.

I don't want to be

7

repetitive,

seems to me that it's

just the reasons

8

that you were bringing up,

9

this long time frame that has prevented us from accepting

10

this idea of calculating and setting the regulation out to

11

peak risk.

Commissioner Rogers,

What we're really interested in

12

is

concerning

evaluating the

13

integrity of the site

and basically using some form of the

14

subsystem requirements,

15

elements and making certain that the integrity of the site

16

is

17

the risks specified.

18

THE COURT:

19

You may go on.

20

MR.

looking at the various subsystem

sufficient that you will meet that standard in

POMEROY:

terms of

Commissioner Dicus?

We're going to give Dr.

21

ten seconds.

22

high level waste prelicensing program strategy and key

23

technical

24

that.

25

The next item on our agenda is

Hinze about

issues,

MR.

and as I say,

HINZE:

Well,

Dr.

comments on

Hinze will also present

thank you,

Paul,
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1

for the ten seconds.

2

[Laughter.]

3

Let me try and summarize.

The Staff's

4

waste prelicensing program strategy is

5

and that's

6

program and the resources available.

an evolving strategy

necessarily true because of the changing DOE

7

We certainly give,

8

February letter

9

approach,

to you,

as we have stated in

our general support

topic,

11

think that it

for this

our concerns have been,

continue to be decreased.

There are some weaknesses that I have listed
in

I think it

14

more important of the weaknesses that we feel still

15

time is

is

16

will be achieved.

that it

In

We

has many strengths.

13

17

our

and as we have heard more from the Staff on this

10

12

high level

the third slide here.

is

out

I think one of the
at this

unclear to us how the issue resolution

the next slide we suggest that resolution

18

should not be required of NRC,

nor should the DOE be

19

compelled to perform studies or analyses

20

are unwarranted.

21

expect that there will be differences

22

DOE and the NRC going into the licensing arena but we want

23

to minimize that as much as possible,

24

documentation of those uncertainties.

25

CHAIRMAN JACKSON:

that they believe

We seek a cautious approach where we can
remaining between the

and we urge full

You also suggest that certain
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1

issues should be left

2

MR.

to a licensing board.

HINZE:

That's right.

3

differences that will be left

4

ma'am.

5
6

CHAIRMAN JACKSON:

8

MR.

HINZE:

And you are positing that from
schedule,

resources?

not reach closure on it.

I think there are some topics that are going to be

10

of a scientific

11

remaining.

nature that there will be questions

12

I think that is

13

CHAIRMAN JACKSON:
licensing board is

the Committee's view.
And so you are saying that a

the way to come to some ultimate

15

MR.

HINZE:

16

MR.

STEINDLER:

17

Yes,

Maybe that you could throw an infinite

amount of resources and still

9

14

to the licensing board.

the point of view of neutrality,

7

There will be

--

That's right.
I think the answer is

more

neutrality than resources.

18

CHAIRMAN JACKSON:

19

MR.

HINZE:

Yes.

I guess I'd

summarizing this,

like to point out two more

20

things in

21

concern about some of the KTIs,

22

We are strongly supportive of this activity,

23

seismic and tectonic processes and in

24

refer to future ACNW activities

25

follow up in

Paul,

is

that there has been

at least on the part of DOE.

in

KTI,

the last

and the

slide we

which we are going to

a working group meeting later
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.

1

Fall,

on igneous activity which we hope to evaluate

2

to resolution on this issue.
We also had been concerned about coupled

3
4

processes.

5

the other so one plus one might not equal two.

6

several KTIs that deal with these.

7

integrated in

8

We just want to make certain that this is

9

integration in

These are processes in

the technical

integration that really is

11

coupled processes.

12

There are

These are going to be

integration in

the TSPA,
not lost,

KTI.
that the

because it's

the important thing in

the

We plan to hold a working group on this in

13

we will look at the integration.

14

August.
CHAIRMAN JACKSON:

15

17

which the one will affect

these coupled processes,

10

16

the path

which

We'll be holding that in

Thank you.

Commissioner

Rogers?
COMMISSIONER ROGERS:

Yes.

You made the point

18

that you didn't think that DOE ought to be required to do

19

any studies that it

20
21

doesn't feel it

should do.

I wonder how that squares with your strong support
for the vertical slice approach.
I am a great supporter of vertical slice

22
23

approaches.

They have worked very, very well in

24

area and you seem to be quite enthusiastic

25

application here.
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On the other hand,

I

suppose that DOE has a number

2

of layers of information on systems but not everything that

3

is

necessary for vertical

4

in

the vertical slice.
Are you --

5

slice --

there are discontinuities

what do you do then if

the vertical

to that extent that you can't go all

the way

6

slice fails

7

through the system if

information that is

necessary

8

to be collected to take that step and DOE doesn't'

feel that

9

it

there is

ought to be doing that right now?

It

costs money that

they don't want to put in

11

it

12

possibility

13

approach between the continuity of that and the program

14

management,

15

of view,

someplace else.

It

that direction.

They want to put

10

seems to me you have an inherent

of a conflict there in

DOE's management

which is

16

MR.

the vertical slide

of the program from their point

not a vertical slice necessarily.

HINZE:

That conflict may remain and this in

17

my view would have to go to the licensing arena to be

18

resolved,

19

position with the analyses and data that they have,

20

the NRC is

whether the DOE has adequately justified

asking too much or it's
That is

21
22

to make.

23

shot.

their
and that

off on the wrong aspect.

a decision that DOE,

it

seems to me,

has

We have to, the NRC has to give them our best

24

COMMISSIONER ROGERS:

25

MR.

HINZE:

Well,

that's

your answer --

And I think the Staff is
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1

that.

2

COMMISSIONER ROGERS:

In

a sense it

3

vertical slice approach but there still

4

there to be useful.

5

MR.

HINZE:

There is

fails

may be enough left

enough.

I think you will

6

find us strong supporters of the vertical slice.

7

inherent dangers.

8

prototype,

9

appreciate every time the Staff talks to us,

This is

complex issue,

"flexibility"

the first

the

of a kind,

There are
non-

and one of the things that I
the first

10

is

11

remain flexible and as we review this with the Staff,

12

is

13

this ability

14

important,

15

do we close it

16

given them your best shot in

17

comments.

and I appreciate that because we have to

to know when to close out an issue and that is
too,

and we need more information on that -out?

When do you just give up?

CHAIRMAN JACKSON:

20

The issue becomes one of,

21

requirements at a prelicensing phase --

22

part of a documentary,

23

which to make a licensing decision at a later
It
it

You have

What you're really seeming to

be dealing with is

24

when

terms of questions and

19

if

that

one of the things that we're constantly looking for is

18

25

word

what I call "pay me now or pay ne later."
you know,

what can be viewed as
what ends up being

needed for a documentary record on
stage.

seems that what you are really doing is

can't be resolved at the prelicensing phase,
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1

basically going to punt it
Yes,

2

MR. HINZE:

3

CHAIRMAN JACKSON:

4

MR.

5

POMEROY:

over to the licensing.
ma'am.
Okay --

And let

just want to be sure.

me just say that we can even

begin to see the beginnings of some of that already.
COMMISSIONER ROGERS:

6

question.

If

7

little

8

talking about with respect to iterative

9

vertical slice.

I could just ask one

I didn't really understand what you were
processes in

I mean I know what an iterative

10
11

don't quite see what you have in

12

the vertical slice approach.

13

MR.

HINZE:

Well,

process is

but I

mind here with respect to

I think the process here,

14

it's

15

work your way down the vertical slice,

16

information,

17

go through the iteration, or --

18

this,

19

it

been described that way by the Staff to us,

is

and

that you

but you get further

and this may bump you back up and so that you

I think the Committee is

and I'm concerned about
concerned about it

--

where

--

20
21

the

MR.

POMEROY:

MR.

HINZE:

--

it

touches on the coupled

processes.

22

Yes,

sir.

Coupled processes

23

perfect example and we're also concerned about the

24

horizontal

25

able to kick from one to the other and this may start

integration,

if

you will,

is

the

because you have to be
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1

whole process all

over again and that's

2

CHAIRMAN JACKSON:

3

MR.

4

POMEROY:

Pomeroy?

The next item on our agenda,

would say that we may not make all

5

CHAIRMAN JACKSON:

6

minutes each,

7

MR.

8

Dr.

just good science.

No,

six of the items,
all

and I
but --

you have to do is

7

6 and half minutes.
POMEROY:

I am not sure I can force Dr.

Garrick into that.

9

MR.

GARRICK:

That's an acceptable challenge.

Actually this is

10

a very brief topic because we

11

covered many of the items already and I am going to talk

12

about a letter

13

associated with the National Research Council's report,

14

technical basis for Yucca Mountain standards.

15

we sent you on issues in

As you well know,

NRC activities
the

that National Research Council

16

committee was asked to examine the technical basis of the

17

standard and not to develop the standard and many of the

18

issues that we addressed in

19

addressed in

20

or another in

21

timeframes,

22

intrusion,

23

to call it,

24
25

that letter

and that were

the standard we have talked to you in
the past,

one way

and I am talking about things like

the issue of the critical

group,

human

the issue of subsystem performance or as we like
"Defense In

Depth."

So those are things that are not new but they are
affected by this site-specific

standard that we are moving
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1

towards.

2

In

our letter

we address several issues and they

3

included regulatory timeframes and we have discussed that

4

today,

so I don't need to expand on that.

5
6

We also touched on the issue of low levels of
radiation and their

7

effects and we have covered that.

We also indicated in

8

doing work on the critical

9

In

fact,

our letter

that we would be

group and the biosphere.

we had a working group meeting here

10

yesterday on those subjects and we'll be reporting on those

11

in

some detail later.

12

On the next exhibit one of the topics that was

13

discussed in

14

issue of threshold dose and what the identification of an

15

acceptable threshold dose would mean in

16

implementation of the Yucca Mountain standard and I think we

17

have discussed that,

18

linear non-threshold theory issue.

19

of a policy matter of deciding that there should be a

20

threshold dose.

21

the Yucca Mountain standard report was this

terms of the

and I distinguish that issue from the
That's simply the issue

As to other issues that we discussed on my last

22

exhibit,

we discussed this issue of using individual risk or

23

critical

group risk as opposed to using a resource or a

24

surrogate measure of risk such as the ground water standard.

25

The Yucca Mountain standards committee made a very
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1

important recommendation having to do with human intrusion

2

and in

3

that would be again somewhat policy driven but would be done

4

in

5

insights as to the containment capability of the repository.

particular suggested the idea of a reference

such a way that it

6

scenario

would give added indication and added

And should the results from that differ in

the

7

wrong way from the results of complying with the standard

8

otherwise.

9

in

10

Then,

of course,

actions would have to be taken

a risk management sense to make the --

to comply with the

standard.
One of the issues that you have heard about

11
12

already today a couple of times,

13

committee,

our committee toward that,

14

defense in

depth.

We are strong believers

15

defense

depth.

On the other hand,

16

specific

17

design and that's

18

emphasis is

more on calibration of the performance of those

19

subsystems,

it

20

each of those subsystems should --

in

site

and the ability

and the feeling of the
is

the issue of
in

the notion of

when there is

a

to deal with the specific

the only one you're dealing with,

then the

seems to us then prescribing what those

21

So our position here is

22

the subsystem performance than it

23

subsystem performance and finally,

24

interested in

25

the risk.

--

how they should perform.
more one of quantifying
is

one of prescribing

as we said, we are very

this whole subject and the basis for computing

That has to occupy a lot of attention,
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role of these issues that are in

2

definition of the biosphere and the critical

3

bringing us closer to a basis for recommending,

4

an approach to peak risk quantification.

6

letter,

7

MR.

8

CHAIRMAN JACKSON:

GARRICK:

you wish,

in

groundwater as a resource,

10

for addressing that issue?
GARRICK:

Vis-a-vis protection of
have you focused on a methodology

Well,

I think that,

of course,

that is

out

the actual standard is

13

of our hands.

14

if

15

we now know about the transport model and the biological

16

uptake model,

17

define the critical

it

But,

going to be,

as far as what

12

--

as far as a methodology is

concerned,

seems to us that the primary issue here,

the primary issue here is

given what

how do we want to

group.

One of the underlying principles

18

yr

Yes.

9

MR.

if

strong statement on population protection?

a fairly

11

group in

With respect to what was,

CHAIRMAN JACKSON:

5

progress,

such as the

1

was that whatever we do

19

suggested be followed in

20

in

21

perspective.

22

critical

23

confidence that it

24

one hand and on the other hand clearly address the issue of

25

the health and safety of individuals.

this regard,

it

our letter

that we have

ought to be compatible with a risk-based

And so that would suggest that some sort of a

group that involves definition that would give us
is

compatible with a risk approach on the
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1

As you know,

that's

where there is

a lot of debate

2

right now and in

3

National Research Council,

4

taken on that issue that the critical

5

essentially be the maximum exposed individual versus the

6

other 14 members of the committee that favored a critical

7

group that was more in

8
9
10

the Yucca Mountain standard report by the
there was a minority position
group should

line with a risk area.

So we have heard both sides of the argument and we
have not ourselves come to grips with the conclusion there
but we probably will be doing that fairly

11

CHAIRMAN JACKSON:

12

MR.

STEINDLER:

soon.

We will hope to hear from you.

Let me make a quick comment.

13

response to your question,

14

protection of the resource should be separate from the

15

protection of the population,

16

makes no difference.

17

resource protection can be separated into two parts.

18

So it

and that's

20

that the committee itself

21

specifically but it's

22

protection is

23

such,

24

on where you're looking.

--

then,

we can --

is

is

The second point is

19

25

it

likely that,

critical

first,

In

the

group or otherwise

radiation protection versus

that likely,

it

seems to me,

the answer to your question is,

no,

has not addressed that issue

also likely that the resource

going to be a site-specific

activity and as

the generic answer to how do you do this depends

The radiation protection issue is
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1

straightforward.

2

protection,

3

or if

4

to be Yucca Mountain specific.

5

think we have thought very much further on it.

6

We're familiar with that.

The resource

how do you protect the aquifer if

you wanted to

you had to at Yucca Mountain for example?
But beyond that,

It's

likely

I don't

The issue came to a head because the EPA pulled

7

both of those together into a single unit,

8

the population protection at 4 millirem per year and then

9

when questioned as to what kind of risk level that

10

represented brought in

11

the risk is

12

protection is

13

pretty fuzzy.

lumped it

the fact that they in

not the basis for that number;
the basis for that number.

under

fact didn't --

resource
And now things got

14

That's the thing that we were trying to avoid.

15

MR.

GARRICK:

Yes,

we were trying to make a

16

distinction,

17

population protection.

18

going on relative to the critical

19

somewhat of consistency with respect to the application of a

20

risk-based approach throughout

21

being that if

you have an analysis that has 10 elements to

22

it,

not consistent to analyze nine of those

23

elements one way and then the tenth element a different way.

24
25

that it's

simply,

between resource protection and
And the other --

the argument that's

group is

an argument of

the analysis,

And on the other hand,

the thought

there are those who feel

that such a change at that point in

the calculation,
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1

point" being the actual calculation of the health effects or

2

the dose to the maximally exposed individual,

3

change is

4

resolved on the basis of information and evidence as we move

5

toward trying to come to grips with this issue ourselves.

warranted and that's

6
7

just something that has to be

CHAIRMAN JACKSON:

Okay.

Commissioner Rogers,

let

me not follow the slides

Commissioner Dicus?

8
9

that such a

MR.
in

POMEROY:

Okay,

these next two presentations but simply give you one or

10

two of the highlights of the slides in

11

time schedule.

12

I would first

order to fit

into our

like to talk briefly about the

13

ACNW's priority

14

those in

15

through them.

16

dynamic document.

17

initial

configuration from --

18

changes

in

19

program of the NRC.

20

from you with regard to items that should be on this list

21

that are presently not on this list

22

important

23

for focusing our activities

24
25

issues.

I believe you all

have a list

of

front of you and we certainly don't want to speed
I want to make the point that this is
We have changed it

as a result from its

as a result of,

rather,

programs by DOE and resultant changes in

the

We continue and would welcome comments

to us because it

but this list

is

serves as an important vehicle
and attention.

CHAIRMAN JACKSON:
respect to priority

a

item six,

I just had a question with
having to do with low-level
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1

waste disposal.

2

were soliciting

3

And the question was whether or not you
input from agreement states?

MR.

POMEROY:

Yes,

we are.

In

fact,

we are

4

talking with four agreement states tomorrow with regard to

5

the question of time compliance for low-level waste

6

disposal,

7

and we are moving towards looking at the question of the

8

time of compliance and the possible application of the same

9

kind of generic thinking that went into the time of

10

Texas,

We are doing that

compliance for high-level waste as well.

ii
12

Nebraska and two others.

As you know,

we have a very strong concern about

low-level waste.

13

CHAIRMAN JACKSON:

14

MR.

POMEROY:

We are well aware.

These issues that you see before you

15

were,

16

of expert judgment,

17

sitting

18

on what we considered to be the most important issues to the

19

Commission and their timeliness and we are trying to treat

20

them somewhat

in

fact,

derived by some sort of informal elicitation
namely the judgments of the four people

across from you and the staff,

in

that order as we go along.

I want to --

21

everything that you've heard today,

22

of course,

23

that on one of the slides.

24
25

fits

into that priority

listing

I would just like to mention,
priorities

but they were based

go now,

that in

and we talk about

as far as our

the next six months we have
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.

1

planned something on the order of five working groups,

2

of which we began yesterday,

3

critical

4

mentioned.

5

thermal loading and coupled processes.

6

scheduled the radionuclide transport question for our

7

September meeting.

8

of the vulcanism issue as Bill mentioned earlier

9

November meeting and we are discussing a working group on

one

namely the specification of

group and reference biosphere that Dr.
We intend to have a working group in

Garrick just
August on

We have tentatively

We have tentatively scheduled a review

10

the analysis of uncertainties

11

that fits

in

in

our

the bonding calculations

under one of our categories

of priority

issues.

We are trying to focus on the things that we think

12
13

are the most important and of the most immediate interest to

14

the commission.
I'd

CHAIRMAN JACKSON:

16
17

like to stop there on that item.
You don't want to talk about

expert judgment?
MR.

18

POMEROY:

19

expert judgment,

20

The --

if

I'd

like to say two words about

I may.

first

of all,

this committee is

21

pleased that we --

22

of expert elicitation

23

program is

24

to a briefing by the staff in

25

take up some of the concerns that we still

very

the branch technical position on the use

nearing its

and the high-level
completion.

radioactive waste

We are looking forward

August,

at which time we will
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1

and we know that other people in

2

those same concerns and we are looking forward to discussing

3

the staff's

4

well.

the external community have

response to those external

5

community comments as

We continue to believe this is

6

important

subject.

We believe that

7

issues are not resolvable,

8

think that in

9

formal elicitations

it

an extremely
--

when

--

as we discussed earlier,

that

some

and we

the licensing hearings we are going to see
of expert judgment perhaps not only from

10

DOE but also from perhaps necessarily from the NRC and

11

perhaps from several intervening groups and one of the

12

questions,

13

decide the admissibility of some of that information and I

14

know that the Office of General Counsel certainly has worked

15

hard,

16

standard for this branch technical position and we look

17

forward to a continuing interaction with them to try to

18

establish what the groundrules are going to be.

of course,

I believe,

19

is

how does one decide,

with the staff

how does one

to reach some acceptable

We feel very strongly that all

of the information

20

from diverse formal elicitations

21

somehow,

22

administrative

23

range of uncertainty within a given issue and we want to see

24

what the techniques are for ensuring that that careful and

25

complete examination takes place.

should be introduced,

into the licensing process so that the
judges in

that case can look at the full
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1
2

CHAIRMAN JACKSON:
to require expert judgment in

3
4

MR.
necessary.

5
6

Would you go so far as to want

POMEROY:

a safety evaluation format?

I can see where it

might be

I would like to think about that.
CHAIRMAN JACKSON:

All right,

I will ask you

again.

7

MR.

POMEROY:

8

CHAIRMAN JACKSON:

9

COMMISSIONER ROGERS:

Right.

10

CHAIRMAN JACKSON:

11

COMMISSIONER DICUS:

12

CHAIRMAN JACKSON:

Thank you.

Commissioner Rogers?
No questions.

Commissioner Dicus?
No questions.
Well,

thank you.

I would like

13

to thank very much the members of the Advisory Committee for

14

a very comprehensive and informative briefing.

15

presented a lot of information to us that says that you are

16

working quite hard to help us independently assess the

17

current

issues regarding the safe management of radioactive

18

waste.

We look forward to continuing to work with you and

19

to interact with you both on the content and the ranking of

20

your priority

21

us.

22

issues.

You have

I am sure you will be hearing from

But what you've done appears to be well conceived

23

and well documented and so we look forward to our continuing

24

work.

25

excellent service of Dr.

And,

again,

I thank you and again I take note of the
Steindler.
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Unless there are further comments,

1
2

adjourned.

3

MR.

4

[Whereupon,

5

we're

POMEROY:

Thank you very much.
at 4:01 p.m.,

the meeting was

concluded.]

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
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UNITED STATES

•:, t"

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON NUCLEAR WASTE
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20665

June 21 1996

MEMORANDUM TO: John C. Hoyle
Secretary of the Commission
FROM:

John T. Larkins, Executive Director
Advisory Committee on Nuclear Waste

SUBJECT:

BACKGROUND
MATERIAL
FOR MEETING
BETWEEN THE
COMMISSIONERS AND THE ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON NUCLEAR
WASTE, JUNE 26, 1996, 2:30 P.M.

Enclosed is background material for the upcoming meeting between
the Commission and the ACNW.
Included in this package are recent
completed reports which will form the basis for four of the six
presentations and a set of slides that correspond to the various
discussion items.
The sessions on the health effects of low-levels of ionizing
radiation and expert judgment are works in progress and a summary
of the tenor of the reviews is provided along with a set of slides.
The topics discussed in the ACNW reports and the dates of the
reports are enclosed, as follows:
Enclosures
1.

Health Effects of Low-Levels of Ionizing Radiation
progress)

2.

Time Span for Compliance of the Proposed High-Level Waste
Repository at Yucca Mountain, Nevada, dated June 7, 1996

3.

Comments on High-Level Waste Prelicensing Program Strategy and
Key Technical Issues, dated February 16,1996

4.

Issues and NRC Activities Associated with the National
Research Council's Report, "Technical Bases for Yucca Mountain
Standards," dated February 9, 1996

5.

ACNW Priority Issues,

6.

Expert Judgement and Elicitation (Work in progress)

cc w/atts:

dated December 28,

ACNW Members
ACNW Technical Staff

1995

(Work in

MEETING BETWEEN COMMISSIONERS
AND ACNW
OWFN COMMISSION CONFERENCE ROOM
JUNE 26, 1996 - 2:30 P.M.
TOPIC (lead member(s))

2:30 - 2:40 P.M.

Introduction by Chairman Jackson

1)

2:40 - 3:00 P.M.

Health Effects of Low-Levels of Ionizing
Radiation
(Drs. Garrick/Steindler)

2)

3:00 - 3:20 P.M.

Time Span for Compliance of the Proposed
High-Level Waste Repository at Yucca
Mountain, Nevada
(Drs. Hinze/Garrick)

3)

3:20 - 3:30 P.M.

Comments on High-Level Waste Prelicensing
Program Strategy and Key Technical Issues
(Dr. Hinze)

4)

3:30 - 3:40 P.M.

Issues and NRC Activities associated with the
National Research Council's Report,
"Technical Bases for Yucca Mountain
Standards"
(Drs. Garrick/Steindler)

5)

3:40 - 3:50 P.M.

ACNW Priority Issues
(Dr. Pomeroy)

6)

3:50 - 4:00 P.M.

Expert Judgment (Dr. Pomeroy)

ENCLOSURE 1
HEALTH EFFECTS OF LOW-LEVELS
OF IONIZING RADIATION

HEALTH EFFECTS OF LOW-LEVELS OF
IONIZING RADIATION
ACNW observes that the increased emphasis placed by Commission on riskinformed regulation makes it imperative that the actual health risk of low-level
ionizing radiation be assessed accurately without unnecessary conservatisms

Committee believes that there could be very significant costs associated with the
conservatisms associated with LNT and concludes that reexamination of the
regulatory model in light of all relevant information is most appropriate at this
time.

HEALTH EFFECTS OF LOW-LEVELS
OF IONIZING RADIATION
o

No ACNW consensus - The ACNW is discussing the topic in the context of
its importance in risk-informed regulation

o

Broad spectrum of presentations at joint ACNW/ACRS Subcommittee
meeting - March 26, 1996

o

Draft letter discussed during May '96 ACNW meeting and during the June
'96 ACRS meeting; ACNW plans to issue a letter on the subject in the near
future

o

ACNW is following recent relevant activities both within/outside agency

o

General observations (have not yet reached a consensus)
reexamination at this time of the regulatory model in light of new
information is needed
-

evaluation must be complete and impartial

-

models used have significant impact on risk-informed regulation

HEALTH EFFECTS OF LOW-LEVELS
OF IONIZING RADIATION
Committee has viewed topic with continuing interest and concern as to regulatory
impact of LNT model and its role in risk-informed regulation.
Regulatory relevance exacerbated by HLW repository dose calculations
(micro doses to mega-populations).
In 1995 issue reinforced on national level by NAS TBYMS report.
Issue further reinforced in March 1996 by Health Physics Society
position statement.

HEALTH EFFECTS OF LOW-LEVELS OF
IONIZING RADIATION (cont'd)
Committee most recent general perspective noted in February 9, 1996 TBYMS
letter
"...if definition of the biosphere and critical group were to be accompanied
by a threshold dose to humans below which the repository would be deemed
in compliance, it would represent a major accomplishment in the field of
practical, risk-based regulation..."

HEALTH EFFECTS OF LOW-LEVELS OF
IONIZING RADIATION (cont'd)
Presentations at March 26, 1996 Joint ACNW/ACRS subcommittee by NRC,
NCRP, HPS, MASS. EMRG MGT ASSN. In addition had benefit of numerous
published articles and references.
Committee also represented at June 25 RES seminar on topic as well at May 29
LLW Forum presentation.
Some recent investigations (US, China, Sweden, Poland, Canada, France, Japan,
LLNL, UNSCEAR, EPRI) reached conclusions that do not support linear threshold model (LNT) - some studies suggest a threshold or perhaps even a beneficial
risk (hormesis) at lower doses.

HEALTH EFFECTS OF LOW-LEVELS OF
IONIZING RADIATION (cont'd)
ACNW suggests:
1) NRC create an independent body to examine all evidence.
Participants should be impartial and represent all relevant disciplines, or
2) if NRC support is to be limited to NCRP evaluation of LNT assumptions,
the NRC require special attention in selected areas, viz. - assignment of
scientists with diverse background and view points (such as expertise in
statistics or information science, i.e., NIST) and consideration of all LNTrelated studies.

ENCLOSURE 2
TIME SPAN FOR COMPLIANCE

-o.

UNITED STATES

NUCLEAR
REGULATORY COMMISSION
AOVISOAY COMMITTEE ON MUCLEAM WASTE
WASHINGTON 0 C,

June 7,

1996

The Honorable Shirley Ann Jackson
Chairman
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washinqton, D.C.
20555-0001
Dear Chairman Jackson:
SUBJECT:

TIME SPAN FOR COMPLIANCE OF THE PROPOSED HIGH-LEVEL WASTE
REPOSITORY AT YUCCA MOUNTAIN, NEVADA

The purpose of this letter is to communicate the Advisory Committee
on Nuclear Waste's (ACNW) observations and suggestions on the
general principles for establishing the time span for compliance of
nuclear waste facilities and our recommendations for specifying the
regulatory time frame of compliance for the proposed geologic highlevel waste (HLW) repository site at Yucca Mountain, Nevada.
This
letter follows up a letter from the ACNW dated February 9, 1996,
on " Issues and (U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission] KRC Activities

Associated with the National Research Council's Report, Technical
Bases for Yucca Mountain Standards.'
The time period for compliance of geologic HLW repositories

is

established at 10,000 years in the Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) standard 40 CFR Part 191 and the NRC regulation 10-CFR Part
60.
Elements of the HLW standards and regulations were scrutinized
by a National Research Council/National Academy of Sciences (NAS)
Committee, which was prescribed by the Energy Policy Act of 1992.

The findinqs of the NAS Committee are published in the Technical

Bases for Yucca MXontain Standards (National Research Council,
1995).
T"e W Coittee
concluded that there was no scientific
justifiaRtion or basis for specifying a truncation of the analyses
at 10,000 years or at any other period of time.
Instead, it
recom•ended that the compliance evaluation be conducted to peak
risk within the limits of the basic geologic stability of the Yucca

Mountain region, which it suggested was on the order of a million
years. In contrast to this recommendation, the ACNW has supported
the 10,000-year time frame (e.g., letters to the Chairman of the
Nonetheless, in our
NRC of June 27, 1991, and February 9, 1996).
most recent letter on this topic, the ACNW stated that further
deliberations on the subject were appropriate. This letter reports
The ACNW will report to
on the results of our additional study.
you in the near future on our recommendations on the time span for
compliance of low-level nuclear waste facilities, building upon the

2
principl55 id4fltifi!d and discussed in this letter.
In addition,
the ACNW plaes to review the reference biosphere and critical
group
issues.
our recommendations are derived from a working group meeting on
•Requlatory Time of Compliance for Radioactive waste Disposal' held
during the $2nd meeting of the ACINW on March 27,
1996,
and
subsequent deliberations by the Committee.
Three main topics were
discussed at the working group meeting:
(1)
background and
regulatory context for the existing HLw standard that specifies
10,000 years as a time frame for regulatory compliance,
(2)
insights on time of compliance from performance assessments for
both
highand
low-level
nuclear
waste,
and
(3)
scientific/technical issues and concerns. During the working group
meeting, presentations were made by personnel from the EPA; the
Division of Waste Management, Office of Nuclear Materials Safety
and Safeguards, NRC; the U.S. Department of Zneory; the National
Research Council staff;
the Electric Power Research Institute; the
Oak Ridge National Laboratory; as well as by individuals from
private industry and academia.
The latter
individuals provided
both national and international viewpoints on the problem of
compliance time in regulations.
Backaround of the Problem
A necessary element of a standard or regulation that ensures the
health and safety of the public is the compliance period -- the
time that the risk of adverse consequences is below a specified
level.
This compliance period requires the integrity of the

facility over the stipulated time interval. In the case of an HLW
repository, the assessment of risk involves evaluatiQn of the
repository source term, including inventory and waste form; the
performance of waste containers and engineered barriers; and the
geological, hydrological, and climatological attributes of
the

site.

If

the risk of health effects is to be determined,

this

assessment also involves the specification of the biosphere and the
critical
population group in proximity to the repository.
In the ezuiting generic standard for geologic HLW repositories, 40
CFR Part 191, EPA established a 1O,O00-year time of compliance at
a distarno of no more than 5 ka from the boundary of the repository

This
-- a time value that also was used in the NRC regulation.
time period has no scientific or technical justification but was
based on an arbitrary compromise between conflicting desirable
Long time periods have attendant large uncercharacteristics.
tainties in the behavior of the geosphere and the biosphere, while
short time periods have lower uncertainties but do not adequately
address the time spans of some of the critical processes that cause
This compromise was
release of radionuclides to the biosphere.
evaluation of the
comparative
for
approach
justifiable
a
perhaps

3
multiple Olt"s being considered when 40 CFR Part 191 was promulgated.
Althagbo not considered a compelling technical basis, this
time period was roughly consistent with the period of glacial
cycling and the potential profound impact of continental glaciation
upon the qeosphere and the biosphere.
In providing a rationale for
the 10,000-year time limit, the EPA stated, 'This is not to say
that times beyond 10,000 years are not important, but the Agency
feels that a disposal system capable of meeting the proposed
Containment Requirements for 10,000 years would continue to protect
people and the environment well beyond 10,000 years." Although the
standards of other nations differ in detail, the international
community largely accepts the 10,000-year time frame, but also
recognizes the need to evaluate site performance beyond the 10,000year period, which constitutes a two-part approach.
In its
appraisal of the technical bases for site-specific Yucca
Mountain standards, the NAB Committee rejected the 10,000-year
compliance period although it accepted that a transition to a
glacial climate with its cooler, wetter seasons is probable during
the next 10,000 years.
Rather, the NAB Committee decided that
long-lived radioisotopes derived from the repository might not
reach the biosphere for more than 10,000 years, and thus it is
important to evaluate the repository for a longer time interval.
The NAS Committee chose to set this period of time at the predicted
time of peak risk to the population as a result of leakage from the
repository.
It viewed this decision as requiring a period of time
possibly extending into hundreds of thousands of years.
In so
doing,
it did not accept the view espoused in the EPA and NRC

standards and regulations that the uncertainties in predicting the
repository performance at these periods are so large- that the
results are of questionable utility. The basis of the arg]ument is
that the subsurface environment at the repository horizon of Yucca
Mountain is sufficiently stable that repository performance can be
assessed with an acceptable uncertainty over a period of roughly
The NAS Committee believes that inherent
one million years.
spatial uncertainties in interpolation of site characteristics,
which are time independent, are a major contributor to assessment

uncertaiaty.
The dilom faced in developing the time span of compliance is that
the

period

of

time

must

be

sufficiently

long

to

include

the

evaluation of potential processes leading to the loss of the
integrity of the repository and transport of radionuclides to the
Yet the time span should not be so long that the
biosphere.
uncertainties

in

the process and events,

and in

the biosphere and

In the
critical population group, lead to meaningless results.
available
be
should
information
case of a specific site, sufficient
so that reasonable assumptions can be made in order that a
defensible solution can be reached regarding the problem of a
regulatory period of compliance. This approach is based on general
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5
folI4VIM: geologic conditions and events that may disrupt the
repOLtory; climatic changes that could drastically increase

the flux of water through the disposal system or change the

regional hydroloqic flow reqime; degradation of the waste
containers or repository materials; and synergistic effects of
changing site
conditions on the deqradation of repository
features.
Desiqn features can be implemented to preclude
extreme variations in releases (e.g., vaste forms, containers,
and near-field barriers may be engineered to minimize transport out of the immediate repository facility
and thus
minimize uncertainties in transport for several thousand
years).
Re-ulatorv Princinles for Establishing the Time Span for Coanliance
On the basis of the precedinq considerations, the ACNW recommends
that a two-part approach to definition of the compliance period be
established for nuclear waste facilities.
The first
part involves
the followinq three elements:
(1)

The time period for compliance should be based on the estimated time for release and transport of the radionuclide contaminants to reach the critical
group.
This time estimate should
be based on geologic, geochemical, and hydrologic characterization of the site
and its
environs, as well as regional
study of geologic processes and their potential effects on the
site,
and total
systems performance assessment.
This estimate
must confirm the ability of the repository system to retain
radionuclides for a minimum of several thousand years.
The
selection of the time of compliance must be evaluated along
with the specification of the reference biosphere and critical
group.

(2)

The reference biosphere and the lifestyles of the critical
group should be defined on the premise that no major changes
in society that will significantly affect their
will occr

life"tyles as they relate to risk from the repository and that
The minimum distance
t•e •iJiate can be reasonably bounded.
fzr th boundary of the repository to the critical group will
be a major decision.
(3)

The compliance time should be sufficiently short such that
extrapolations of significant processes and their rates can be

made robustly with reasonably modest uncertainties.

The second part of the compliance period regulations should be
based on assessments extending from the specific compliance period
group.
to the calculated time of the peak risk to the critical
of a
sense
the
in
compliance
of
measure
There is no definitive
and
risk,
peak
calculated
the
and
numeric match between a standard

6
this

s4cod part

should

not

be

allowed

to

become

a do

facto

regulation.
A Comparison between the standard used in the first
part and the Calculated peak risk should lead to identification of
important performance factors that define risk to the critical
group.
Depending upon the extent to which the peak risk exceeds
the standard, ameliorating actions to reduce this difference should
be initiated,
such as increasing the integrity of the engineered
barriers, improving site
characterization to more closely bound
uncertainties, or, in the extreme, abandoning the candidate site.
Scientific and Technical Insiahts Into the Time NOan for Conglianrc
of the Pronoeed Yucca Mountain Renositorv
Critical steps in the regulatory principles for establishing tine
of
compliance
as specified
above
in
element
(1)
are the
characterization of the proposed repository site
and the relevant
processes acting upon it and assessing the total
system.
Although
site
characterization is
still
in progress at Yucca Mountain,
extensive data have been acquired and information has been derived
from these data.
The following scientific and technical insights
that have been gained at the site
over the past decade bear upon
the definition of the compliance time in the forthcoming regulations designed specifically for Yucca Mountain.
*

The current climate in the Yucca Mountain region is arid, with
annual precipitation of roughly 15 ca.
In the future, the
climate will change, depending upon the relative importance of
advancing cooler (glaciation) conditions and possible greenhouse effects that may counteract the cooling effect.
Although the timinq and precise amplitude of the climate
change cannot be predicted, the range of conditions can be
bounded in terms of timing and effect.
Paleoclimatological
studies in the region of Yucca Mountain suggest that during
the last
glacial period (14 to 20 thousand years ago) the
precipitation may have been four times the present and the
average annual temperature 10 "C cooler (Forester and Smith,
Climatic conditions are anticipated to change, but the
1995).
regism is likely to be at least semiarid and will lie south of
Thus, it is unlikely that climate change
the glaciated area.
will bave a marked effect on the reference biosphere or the
Infiltration is likely to
group.
of the critical
lifeftyle
of the increased precipia
result
as
significantly increase
tation and cooler temperatures, but the total flux through the
be limited. The maximum climatic change
repository will still
our present science, but all evidence
with
predictable
not
is
from extrapolations indicates that the principal effect will
occur prior to ca. 20,000 years.

*

Results of recent site

characterization

activities at Yucca

Mountain indicate that matrix, fracture, and fault infiltra-

7

tiot wS present in the unsaturated zone. Matrix flow results
in lonq travel times, but fracture and fault flow that may
lead to relatively rapid travel times also occurs.
Ground
water travel times within the saturated zone between Yucca
Mountain and the location of the critical group, which is
likely to reside in the Amargosa Valley several tens of
kilometers south of the proposed repository, are poorly
documented at this time. However, the low hydraulic gradient
indicates that travel times are likely to be long. Further,
the sorptive capacities of formations through which the water
will traverse are not presently known and the degree of
dilution of contaminants within the saturated zone has not
been ascertained.
In view of the likely long travel time of
water in the saturated zone from the proposed Yucca Mountain
repository to the critical group, the movement of contaminants
may well take in excess of 10,000 years to reach the accessible environment, despite the potential for relatively short
travel tine through the fractures and faults of the unsaturated zone.
The relative uncertainties in predicting the time dependent
and spatial variations in the Yucca Mountain geosphere and
related geologic processes have come to the forefront as a
result of the NAS Committee' s report and their statements on
the confidence that can be placed on performance assessment at
distant future times.
The NAS Committee concluded that
although ". . . the level of confidence for sone predictions
might decrease with time . . .
(m]any of the uncertainties
in parameters describing the geologic system are due not to
temporal extrapolation, but rather to difficulties in spatial
interpolation of site characteristics.- The ACNW acJtnowledqes
that the spatial variations in the Yucca Mountain geosphere
contribute to uncertainty. Nonetheless, we believe that with
the completion of an adequate characterization of the site and
with consideration of the integration over the heterogeneities
for the operational scale of the pertinent processes, the
time-4epulent uncertainties in events and processes, such as
clIit change, will be more prominent than those derived from
pealal variations.
Yucca Mountain lies within a region of
pot~•Jelly high gradient tectonic and climatic processes. As
a result, the ACNW anticipates that uncertainties will
increase with time, although we agree with the National
Research Council/NAS report that it should be possible to
bound these uncertainties over a time span on the order of one
million years.
Recommendations for a Yucca Mountain Reoository Coipliance Period
On the basis of the previous discussion of both generic principles
and Yucca Mountain specific insights, the ACNW recommends the

8
follovit t:WO-Part approach to establishing the time period for
compliance to the proposed HLW repository site at Yucca Mountain,
Nevada:
The first

part involves the folloving:

(A)

The time period of compliance should not be specified in the
risk-based standard for Yucca Mountain being prepared by the
EPA.
Rather, it should be defined in the regulations being
developed by the NRC to implement the EPA standard and should
use existing knowledge of the engineering and scientific
aspects of this proposed repository and its environment.

(B)

The time period should be defined in concert with specifying
the reference biosphere and the critical group.
The definition of the biosphere and the critical group should take
advantage of known site characteristics and any other
long-term effects that can be technically supported.

(C)

The time span for the compliance period should be. no shorter
than an estimate of the anticipated time it takes for potential
radionuclide contaminants to reach the nearest critical
group and no longer than a time period over which scientific
extrapolations can be convincingly made.
Because of the need
to come to closure on this subject, the ACNW suggests that the
NMSS staff review the scientific and technical components
needed to make these decisions, identify critical missing
elements, and provide the necessary information in a timely
manner.
On the basis of currently available information, the

ACNW anticipates that the appropriate compliance period will

be somewhat greater than the present standard of lo,Zoo years.
The increased distance from the proposed site to the nearest
probable location of the critical group, the nature of the
site and the likely characteristics of the waste, the containers, the engineered barriers, and the design of the

repository, together with consideration of the stability of
the site, suqqest a time frame on the order of a few tens of
years, but specifying a precise value must await
tof
mo"re 0Ohensive

assessments.

The se@d part Of the compliance regulation should require
assesszmt eltiending from the specified compliance period to the
time

of the calculated

peak

risk to the critical group.

The

regulation for compliance during this intervening period should be
significantly less stringent than is used in the previous period,
considering the increasing scientific, technical, and critical
Depending upon the extent to which the peak
group uncertainties.
for the first part, steps should be
standard
the
risk exceeds
potential risk. This second part of
the
ameliorate
to
considered

9
the coaplia=e requlations should not be allowed to become the de

facto requlation.

ARM=
The requlatory time period for compliance is an important element
in regulations for nuclear waste facilities
and remains a problem
in developinq site-specific requirements for protectinq the health
and safety of the Nation, as well as its
environment.
The ACNW
suqqests a solution to this problem from a qeneric standpoint,
which employs two parts. Usinq scientific and technical insiqhts
into the environment of the repository proposed for Yucca Mountain,
we recommend an approach that establishes the time of compliance of
the facility
at this site,
which differs from the current requlation and the proposal on this topic made by the National Research
Council/NAS Committee in its
report, Technical Bases for Yucca
Mountain Standards. We believe that our recommendations will lead
to a simple, robust, and defensible regulation that can be readily
implemented.

Sincerely,

Paul W. Pom
Chairman
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TIME SPAN FOR COMPLIANCE
OF PROPOSED
HIGH-LEVEL WASTE REPOSITORY
AT
YUCCA MOUNTAIN, NEVADA
Outline

o Background of the Problem
o Considerations in Defining Time of Regulatory Compliance
o Regulatory Principles for Establishing Time Span for Compliance
o Scientific and Technical Insights' for Proposed Yucca Mountain Repository
o Recommendations for Yucca Mountain Repository Compliance Period

Background of the Problem
o Time of Regulatory Compliance

--

Period That Risk of Adverse Consequences Is Required

to Be below Standard
o Existing Generic EPA Standard 40 CFR Part 191, and NRC Regulation, 10 CFR Part 60

- 10,000-year compliance within 5 km of repository
o Site-specific Yucca Mountain Standards -- National Research Council Committee

- Rejected 10,000-year compliance period
o Dilemma in Developing Time Span of Compliance

- long enough to evaluate potential release and transport to biosphere
- Not so long that uncertainties lead to meaningless results
o Site Specific Information Provides Basis for Making Reasonable Assumptions

Considerations in Defining a Time of Regulatory Compliance,
o HLW Repository System must Be Capable of Preventing Leakage of Radionuclides to the

Biosphere for a Minimum of Several Thousands of Years
o Risk Evaluation Considers all Elements of Waste Containment and Site Characteristics

using Performance Assessment (PA)
- PA primarily an investigative tool
- Distinguish positive and negative attributes of repository
- Assess relative range of risk under various assumed scenarios
o Standard for a Nuclear Waste Repository Should Be Based on Limiting Risk to a Critical

Group without Prescribing Time Period of Compliance
o Regulations Should Define Time of Compliance in Conjunction with Reference Biosphere

and Critical Group
o Uncertainties Associated with Processes and Events that Affect Repository Will Increase

with Time

Regulatory Principles for Establishing Time Span for Compliance

Two-Part Approach
o First Part of the Compliance Time Period Based on Estimated Time for Release and

Transport of Radionuclides to Reach Critical Group
- Reference biosphere and critical group defined on premise of no major changes in
lifestyles from current society and that climate changes can be reasonably bounded
- Compliance time should be sufficiently short such that extrapolations of significant
processes and rates can be made with reasonably modest uncertainties
o Second Part Based on Assessments Extending to Calculated Time of Peak Risk

- No definitive measure of compliance
- Should not become a de facto regulation.
- Identify important performance factors
- Ameliorating actions may be taken if peak risk significantly exceeds standard

Scientific and Technical Insights For Proposed Yucca Mountain Repository
" Current Climate in Yucca Mountain Region Is Arid (Annual Precipitation - 15 Cm)
- Climate likely to change, to cooler conditions in future (glacial regime)
- Will still be semiarid
- Unlikely to have marked effect on reference biosphere or lifestyle of critical group
- Total flux through repository still limited
o Potentially Short Transport Times in Unsaturated Zone Indicated by Recent Site

Characterization at Yucca Mountain
0

0

0

Potentially Long Transport Times in Saturated Zone Between Yucca Mountain and Possible
Critical Group in Amargosa Valley 20-30km South of Proposed Repository
Relative Uncertainties in Predicting the Time Dependent and Spatial Variations of the
Yucca Mountain Geosphere and Related Geologic Processes
ACNW Believes Time-dependent Uncertainties in Events and Processes, Such as Climate
Change, Will Be More Prominent than Those Derived from Spatial Variations

Figure 1.

View looking southeast from Yucca Mountain to Amargosa Valley.

Recommendations for Yucca Mountain Repository Compliance Period
Two-Part Approach
I. First Part of the Time Period of Compliance
o Should be Defined in NRC Regulations Being Developed to Implement EPA Standard

- Use existing knowledge of engineering and scientific aspects of proposed repository
and environment
- Employ performance assessment as analytic tool
o Should Be Defined in Concert with Reference Biosphere and the Critical Group
-

Take advantage of known site characteristics and long-term effects that can be
technically supported

o Should Be No Shorter than Estimated Time for Potential Radionuclide Contaminants to
Reach Critical Group and No Longer than Time Period over Which Scientific
Extrapolations Can Be Convincingly Made
- NMSS staff review scientific and technical components needed to make these decisions
- Based on current information compliance period may be somewhat greater than the
present standard of 10,000 years

Recommendations for Yucca Mountain Repository Compliance Period
Two-Part Approach (Continued)
II. The Second Part
o Require Assessment Extending from Specified Compliance Period to Time of

Calculated Peak Risk to Critical Group
o Regulation for Compliance Should Be Significantly less Stringent than Used in First

Period
o Consider Increasing Scientific, Technical, and Critical Group Uncertainties
o Depending upon Extent That Peak Risk Exceeds Standard Steps Should Be Considered

to Ameliorate Potential Risk
o Second Part of Compliance Should Not Be Allowed to Become De Facto Regulation

ENCLOSURE 3
KEY TECHNICAL ISSUES

UNITED STATES

,S/

O/r

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
AOVISOIY COMMITTEE ON NUCLEAR WASTE

)

WASHINGTON. 0 C

February 16,

1996

The Honorable Shirley Ann Jackson
Chairman
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001
Dear Chairman Jackson:
SUBJECT:

CO3MPITS ON HIGH-LEVEL WASTE PRELICENSING
STRATEGY AND KEY TECHNICAL ISSUES

PROGRAM

This letter communicates our recommendations and suggestions on the
"Revised Prelicensing Program Strategy for the U. S. Nuclear
Regulatory
Commission
Hiqh-Level
Waste
Repository
Program
('Vertical Slice Approach')w and the NRC staff's plans for
resolving key technical issues (KTIs) dealing vith the proposed
high-level waste (HLW) geologic repository at Yucca Mountain,
Nevada.
These remarks are based on presentations by the NRC staff
to the Committee concerning the vertical slice approach at the 77th
ACNW meeting,
September 1995; on key technical uncertainty
integration and resolution of KTIs at the 79th ACOW neetinq,
November 1995; and subsequent deliberations of the Committee.
The Conmittee is avare of the changing emphasis and scope of the
NRC's HLW prelicensinq strategy as a result of modifications in the

Department of Energy's (DOE's) site suitability investigations and
prelicensinq programs and the reductions in resources to both DOE
and NRC.
Although there are uncertainties in implementing plans
and projecting strategies, we wish to support the general approach
of the NRC staff in dealing with both the program strategy and the
KTIs.
The AC3

oaeds,the staff for its development of a vertical slice

concept designed to focus the HLW program on the most critical
licensinq issues. In particular, we are pleased to learn of the
emphasis on risk to repository performance in identifying elements

of the prelicensinq strategy and plans for conducting the program.

we support the emphasis on issue resolution, but not to the point

of compromising legitimate concerns that could impact the health
Other concerns include the need to
and safety of the public.
develop review and acceptance criteria to determine the adequacy of
an apparent lack of emphasis on coupled
bounding analyses,
processes, and the need to maintain sharp focus on risk to the

predicted performance of the repository.

2

Revised

I

ain

Proaram Strate~v

The revisions in the NRC HLN prelicensinq program strategy
(vertical slice approach) incorporate a comprehensive review of
critical issues in the DOE program that have the highest risk of
noncompliance with regulations for licensing an HLU geologic
repository at Yucca Mountain, Nevada.

An important objective of

the HLN

programs of

The Committee

emphasis

on

the program is to provide 0O0 with timely information required for
a substantially complete license application.
The program is
designed to increase the efficiency and effectiveness of NRC's
prelicensinq activities in view of the changes being made in the
DOE prelicensinq program and the decreasing resources available to
both agencies.

notes

many

strengths of the vertical slice approach, including: its focus on
the key licensing problems, recognition of the need for flexibility
in designing and implementing the program, the integration of
disparate key technical uncertainties (KTUs) into KTIs, the
integration across and within scientific/technical disciplines, the
resolving issues

with

DOE,

efficiency in

utilizing scarce resources.

The NRC staff

acknowledges

and the

potential

for

and discusses potential weaknesses of

the vertical slice approach in the September 1, 1995 draft of the
revised "Prelicensinq Program Strategy" document.
We support the
concern raised in this document that a less than comprehensive
approach to prelicensinq has some inherent risks. The currently
identified list of key issues may not be complete. Our ability to
specify these issues is limited by the technical and scientific
complexity of the unprecedented effort to license the potential HLW
repository at Yucca Mountain. A focused prelicensinq program that
eliminates substantial issues from review or that is inflexible
with regards

to selection of KTIs

is

possibly open to problems.

The Committee urges the staff to remain flexible with regard to the
selection of KTIS.
Performance assessment, expert judgment,
experimental programs, and special studies are all valuable
procedures for evaluating existing KTIs and identifying new ones.
The Calitte
has developed the following observations and
recollmllti@Us on the basis of its evaluation of the NRC's HLW
prelicensin program:
1.

Issue resolution, which is an important objective of the
vertical slice approach, is also important to the progress of
licensing the HLW repository. The issue resolution approach
should focus on health and safety to the public, reduction of
uncertainties in meeting reasonable assurance criterion, and
decreasing the risk of noncompliance with the regulations.
In
This requires a cautious approach to issue resolution.
view of the complexity of the problems involved in the
repository, it is likely that differences will remain between
These differences, and the
DOE and NRC on some issues.

:3
evi -

supporting them, need to be fully documented with the

expectation that these matters will be presented

before a

licensing board.
Resolution should not be required by NRC,
and DOE should not be required to conduct data acquisition and
analysis it believes to be unwarranted.
The design of the vertical slice approach regarding the actual
procedures to resolve issues continues to evolve.
The
committee notes that the NRC recently proposed to DOE a
process
for
resolving
issues,
entailing
interactions,
documentation, and generic criteria.
This process includes
the disaq•reqation of KTIs into subissues.
The Committee
believes this process needs to assure that the disaggreqation
mechanism maintains the integral nature of the KTIs and their
impact on health and safety.
An NRC/DOE task force will be
established to review the process. Instruments for specifying
and documenting resolution, such as the MRC Issue Resolution
Reports, letter
reports, Prelicensinq Evaluation Reports, and
Safety evaluation Reports, will be developed.
But, it
is
unclear how actual resolution of the KTIs will be achieved
between DOE and NRC.
in the interest of achieving the efficiency that is central to
should be developed to
t.ne vertical slice approach, criteria
determine when activities
should be terminated within a
specific vertical slice.
DOE is planning to rely on bounding
analyses
for decision making.
We urge the staff to
expeditiously develop methods and acceptance measures to
review bounding analyses by using the iterative performance
assessment framework.
We anticipate that these measures will
be significant in establishing termination criteria.
2.

The miRC will receive numerous data synthesis and process model
These reports will synthesize the
reports from DOE in 1996.
information available on a topic and will provide a source of

reference

for

the

related

data.

Such

reports

appear

especially important to prelicensinq activities because they
preamnbly will contain DOE's approach to bounding analyses.
The cIn1Jttee recommends that the KRC give high priority to
reVIing these reports as rapidly and thoroughly as possible

so that 00D is informed of any NRC licensing concerns and data
needs before it completes its prelicensinq activities and
makes a decision about repository viability.

3.

The vertical slice approach should involve an iterative
We believe the
process within and among vertical slices.
iterative process is important to successfully complete a
review and needs more emphasis in the description and
implementation of the vertical slice approach. The Committee
believes it important to have a process for guiding the

4
iterations of the KTIs in

performance assessment.
4.

concert with the iterations of the

NRC must ensure that its
schedule to conduct priority
activities
is
synchronized with DOE's revised schedule of
activities
and milestones.
Given the uncertainties in DOE's
proqran and budqet, NRC should review previously defined time
constraints in the prelicensinq program. Nodifications may be
necessary because of current and anticipated fundinq and

staffinq limitations and the need to maintain the highest

quality products from the NRC.
Key Technical Issues

The Committee supports the important activity of recoqnizinq KTIs
throuqh the process of inteqration of ITUs previously identified
through the Systematic Regulatory Analysis Proqram,
We generally

aqree with the criteria the staff used

in this process.

We

especially support the use of risk to repository performance as the
prime
criterion wherein both probability of occurrence
and
consequence are considered. We have the following observations and
recommendations pertinent to the identification of XTIs and their
investigation in the vertical slice approach:
1.

we note that DOE has taken exception to identifyinq Igneous
Activity
and
Structural
Deformation
and
Seismicity
as
siqnificant KTMs.
We believe that these issues should
continue to be subject to review in the vertical slice
approach because of the controversy reqarding their potential
risk to the repository performance.
Igneous Activity is
important as a KTI because of the uncertainties associated
with the probability of occurrence of igneous events and their
impact on the repository.
Structural
Deformation and
Seismicity is also significant as a KTI because of the need to
determine the level of seismic hazard and to evaluate direct
effects on waste containers and enqineered barriers.
In
addition, indirect effects on repository performance resulting
frM noditfications in near- and far-field flow and transport
prqpwties of geologic strata and water table elevation
chaMee need further consideration.

2.

The committee is not satisfied that the issue of ThermalMechanical-Hydroloqical-Chemical Coupled Processes is moving
Elements of this issue are treated only
toward resolution.
The process by which they are
within individual KTIs.
integrated and evaluated as a total system is unclear.
will be considered in the Total Systems
it
Presumably,
Performance Assessment (TSPA) and Technical Integration KTI.
However, the strong possibility exists that the interaction of
phenomena and their resulting modifications of parameters and
processes may be neglected in the face of the major emphasis

5
on TWA

in

this

ICTI.

The Committee

is

concerned With the

issue of COupled processes and supports a strong program to
resolve this
3.

The

issue with the vertical slice approach.

Committee

has

long

had

a

major

integration of site characterization
conclusions.

We

are pleased

to

see

interest

in

the

activities and their
a XTI

that

considers

integration.
However, it
is unclear at what level(s)
integration will be considered in the ITI and how the results
of other individual ITIs will be brought into the integration
KTI.
Further, it is unclear whether components involved in
integration will be available in a timely manner.
TSPA and

Technical

Integration

is

a particularly

significant

KTI

because it will play a key role in establishing the importance
of issues and subissues to overall repository performance.
4.

The priority rankings assigned to KTIs by staff
are open to
question.
In view of the central role of repository design on
DOE's proposed viability assessment, we encourage the staff to
place high priority on all KTIs that are closely tied to
repository design considerations, since we believe that mixing

of scientific/technical issues with manaqement/policy issues
has the potential to confuse priorities.
5.

The Committee has a longstanding interest in performance
assessment and the veracity of the attendant codes and models.

DOE will be attaching major importance to its TSPA-1997/1998
results in the conclusions of the viability assessment.
In
view of the drastic reduction of the site characterization and
related studies, it will be particularly important for NRC to
conduct confirmatory performance assessments and to evaluate
the performance assessment codes and models used by DOE.

We

note that the latter activity has been removed from the TSPA
KTI.
6.

This decision should be reconsidered.

The NMSS staff

has considered preparation of a yearly status

report on KTI activities and results. This excellent proposal
We urge that it be
will
prove useful to NRC and DOE.
impasntad.

The ACNW commends the staff for its revised HLW Prelicensing
Program Strategy (vertical slice approach) and the identification
The
of KTIs that will be the subject of prelicensinq activities.

Committee recommends that the staff ensure that there is a
mechanism to provide rapid and continued input to DOE to influence
the site viability decision, data collection, testing, and TSPA.
In addition, the staff needs to periodically reevaluate the list of
KTIs on the bases of new information, new analyses, and issue

6
resoluticl vtili
performancM.

staying focused on

issues impactinq

repository

The Comittee has made several suggestions which, if accepted,
should sharpen the vertical slice approach and its
implementation.
The Comittee wishes to be kept informed of the progress of the
vertical slice program and to be included in review of the staff's
related products, such as Implementation Plans, Issue Resolution
Reports, and the Performance Evaluation Reports.
Sincerely,

Paul W P
Cha irmau
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Office of Nuclear Material
Safety and Safeguards, "Revised Prelicensing Program Strategy for
the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission High-Level Waste Repository
Program ('Vertical Slice Approach')," September 1, 1995

HLW PRELICENSING PROGRAM STRATEGY
AND KEY TECHNICAL ISSUES
The "Vertical Slice Approach"
o Manages reduced staff resources.
o Response to change in DOE Program.
o Identifies Key Technical Issues (KTIs) important to
licensing.

HLW PRELICENSING PROGRAM STRATEGY
AND KEY TECHNICAL ISSUES
ACNW Conclusions
o Strengths
Focus on issues that affect risk to performance.
Recognition of need for flexibility.
Integration of scientific/technical disciplines.

HLW PRELICENSING PROGRAM STRATEGY
ANDKEY TECHNICAL ISSUES
ACNW Conclusions
o Weaknesses
Identification of issues may not be complete.
Priority ranking of KTIs open to question.
Disaggregation of KTIs into subissues may not
maintain the integral nature of the KTI.
-

It is unclear how issue resolution will be achieved.

HLW PRELICENSING PROGRAM STRATEGY
AND KEY TECHNICAL ISSUES
Issue Resolution
o Should focus on health and safety.
o Should not be required by NRC.
0

Requires a cautious approach.

0

Needs documentation.

HLW PRELICENSING PROGRAM STRATEGY
AND KEY TECHNICAL ISSUES
ACNW's Recommendations
o Periodic evaluation of KTIs and program
emphasis.
o Integration unclear.
o Establish criteria for terminating activities within a
specific KTI.
0

Maintain focus on predicted performance.

HLW PRELICENSING PROGRAM STRATEGY
AND KEY TECHNICAL ISSUES
Future ACNW Activities
o

Igneous Activity
w Potential risk to performance controversial.
-

Working Group meeting to evaluate path
to resolution of this issue.

o Coupled Processes (T-H-M-C)
Interactions important to performance.
Working Group meeting to evaluate NRC
activities.

ENCLOSURE 4.
TECHNICAL BASES FOR YUCCA
MOUNTAIN STANDARDS

UNITED STATES

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
AOVISORY COMMITTEE ON NUCLEAR WASTE
WASHINGTON. 0 C.
a

February 9,

1996

The Honorable Shirley Ann Jackson
Chairman

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington,

DC

20SSS-0001

Dear Chairman Jackson:
SUBJECT:

During

ISSUES AND NRC ACTIVITIES ASSOCIATED WITH THE NAT:0NAL
RESEARCH COUNCILL'S REPORT, -TECHNICAL BASES FOR YUCCA
MOUNTAIN STANDARDS"
its 80th meeting

on December

19-21,

199S,

the Advisory

Committee on Nuclear Waste (ACNW) was briefed on activities
associated with the subject report.
The Committee heard two
presentations from the staff. The first reported on the staff's
activities in anticipation of receipt of a Yucca Mountain standard
from the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) to be issued .ater
this year. The second presentation was specific to the technical
analyses being performed relative to the National Resear:•
Council's reccmmendations. Also, at its 77th meeting on September
2:, 1995, the Committee was briefed by Robert W. Fri, Chairman of
:he National Research Council's committee that prepared the repor:.
The Committee is prepared to provide at this time only preliminary
:omments on the implications of the report and on the activit:es :f
:he NRC staff.
Many important issues are associated with :he
development of the standard and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NRC) regulations that must conform with it.
Some topics, such as
the "critical group" require more study by the Committee before
specific recommendations can be made.
It is to be noted that :he
committee ha commented on many of the issues discussed here.n i
These issues include the concept of defense i
letters.
previot
depth (Selteuber 30, 1994), compliance time frames for repcs•.::rz
performance (March 3, 1993), human intrusion (February 5, 1993'*
991.
and cri:ical group (May 1, 1990, January 29, 1991, April 29,
September 30, 19592, and February 5, 1993).
:n general, NRC staff activities connected with the standard are
The principles being applied by the NRC scaf:
satisfac:ory.
speci:l
of
developing Yucca Mountain
~clude
a strategy
regu.aclons, keeping the regulations as simple as possib.e, a:
f-cusj.ng on key issues such as the implication of a peax r•
s:andard and regulations spec.f!cally designed to reflec: a rs.These principles are approprLa-e an.:
and r-ea.:n-oased standard.
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sound.

The staff appears to have effectively

issues

include

identified many ocher
specific ilsues that will need special study
and consideration
before the regulations can be modified or developed. Such specifi.time

frames

of

compliance,

definition

of

:te

biosphere and the critical group, calculation of peak dose ýr:sk),
human intrusion, and subsystem performance.
The Commit:ee was
pleased to see the staff analyses include different exposure
scenarios and conditions as this will enhance the staff's abili:y

to respond effectively to any standard the EPA may propose.
Ongoing technical interaction between NRC and EPA staffs as the SPA
develops a proposed standard is an important activity.
The
Committee urges the staff to maintain what appears to be a sound
program.

Preliminary conclusions and recommendations of the Committee are:

there needs to be serious consideration of retaining a compliance
time frame in the planned standard and regulations, subsystem
performance needs to be quantified but not prescribed in advance,
human intrusion should not be a part of the standard or the
regulations except in a general way, and neither the standard nor
the regulation should be tied to the EPA groundwater risk standard.
While not a major topic in this letter and as discussed in the
National Research Council's Yucca Mountain standard report, t-he
Committee believes that the concept of a *negligible risk" needs
revisiting in view of the possibly very long time frames associated
with the application of a peak dose calculation and the extreme
d~fficulty of defining acceptable risk.
The fo::owing specific points are briefly discussed below:
e
a
e
a
0

0
0

regulatory time frame
definition of the biosphere and the critical group
foundation of the standard: population or groundwater
human intrusion
the defense in depth policy and the matter of subsystem

performance criteria
NaC conformity with
regulation
NRC .taff activities

EPA

in

a

separate

Yucca

Mountain

geculautprW Time Frame

Extreme uncertainties in the prediction of magnitude and :ime
the peak dose are highly likely. Also we concur with the s:r:n

desire for regulations to be as simple as can be reasona-c-y
These factors contr:bute significantlY to the Czmmiz:ee
achieved.
conc-;usicn that a specified regulatory time frame for repcsi::rY
The Committee believes chat the balan:e
-erformance _s necessary.
.rae
of factors accompanying modification of the l0,000 year time
appra:n.
present
the
changing
for
results in no clear advantage
bur will conduct additional reviews on this topic in t-ne near
future through working group meetings.

3
:efinitidn Of the uiosphere and the Critical Grout
Because the site is known, the opportunity exists to develop a very
focused definition of the biosphere. The Committee urges NRC staff

to take full advantage of the known site characteristics (land use,
climate, habitation potential, potable water sources and usages,
etc.) in any proposals to define the Yucca Mountain biosphere.
:n
particular, the Committee believes that the definition of the
biosphere should include such elements as risk-relevant pathways,
locations and withdrawal rates of wells, and uptake factors of
biological systems of the Yucca Mountain site. The Committee sees
the biosphere definition as an extremely important opportunity to
achieve simplicity in the regulations.
The Committee will require more time to study the topic of the
cr-tical group. The Committee recommends that the treatment of the
critical group issue be consistent with the concept of a risk- and
health-based standard. The Committee believes that the definition
of the critical group should be determined by the compliance time
frame and on any supporting evidence, including the uncertainties
involved.
The Committee believes that if definition of the biosphere and the
critical group were to be accompanied by a threshold dose to humans
below which the repository would be deemed in compliance, it would
represent a major accomplishment in the field of practical, risKbased regulation.
Foundation of the Standard: Population or Groundwater
The

Committee

has

previously

expressed

concern

over

using

a

groundwater contamination requirement for resource protection as a
surrogate for protecting the health and safety of the pubic
Because of the
ionizing radiation.
against the effects of
extremely long times involved and the uncertainty in the dose
calculatione at levels approximating the groundwater standard,
.nvokiag the groundwater standard would be inappropriate and not in
=oncert f•th traditional nuclear regulation.
Human tnLeml
For time

frames on the order of thousands

of years,

it

is

not

reasonable to preclude consideration of human activities that cou'd

violate :he integrity of the repository. The Committee believes i:
is better to focus on a well-designed repository that retains 1:5
.n:egrIty over a long period of time under conditions of :-e
it is then possible to cons.ier
natural geological setting.
dIfferent scenarios of human intrusion to further gain confidenre
In the general performance of the repository.

4

The DefeflAfteMth Policy and the Matter of SuBsystem Perf::rm.ance
Cri~teri'a
:n previous letter reports, the Committee has expressed strong
support for the concept of defense in depth for achieving safety.
We continue to believe that multiple lines of defense are impor:ant
where there is considerable uncertainty about the risk cf a
facility. in the case of Yucca Mountain (the site is known, the
inventory and characteristics of the waste are known and there wi.l

be only one design),

we believe it unnecessary to put as mucn

emphasis as we have in the past on such subsystem requirements as

container performance, rate of release from engineered barr:ers,
and groundwater travel time. The Committee believes that under the
specific conditions of the Yucca Mountain repository, the basis
exists for less stringent and more flexible subsystem requirements
than have been traditionally imposed. Emphasis should be placed on
the contribution of subsystems to overall performance of the
repository.
The Committee strongly favors quantifying all
subsystem performance, engineered and natural, in the performance
assessment.
Should it be clear from an assessment that a waste
container, an engineered barrier, groundwater travel time or
another potential subsystem is a particularly critical factor in
total system performance, then a logical basis exists for making
decisions on how to improve the overall safety of the repository.
NRC ZcnfcrmitX With EPA in a Separate Yucca Mountain Reaulation
Pursuant to the Energy Policy Act of 1992, NRC regulations must
conform to the final EPA standards within one year. Since :he EPA
standard will be specific to Yucca Mountain, it follows that NRC
regulations should be site specific. Close cooperation between :ne
two agencies is needed to make the standard and the accompanying

regulations as seamless as possible.

. The Committee believes the

3oint working group is an excellent way to discuss how best tc
address some of the issues raised by the National Research Counc:"
report.
The Comittee considers the establishment of a tec.nical
liaison in frequent contact with EPA a very positive action chat
The Committee strongly urges :na:
should W ezcellent dividends.

tnis pr'o

s be maintained.

NRC Staff Activities
The Committee agrees with the NRC staff's approach in perfcrznn
technical analyses related to the National Research Counc.Z's
The
recommendations concerning the Yucca Mountain standard.
decision to use existing information and models, including :he
to develzz
Performance Assessment Phase 2 model,
::erazive
peak -zses
of
evaluation
the
as
issues
near-:err insights on such
models
conceptual
use
to
and
needs,
to examine critical data
ex::s,-:*
different
involving
scenarozs
of
evaluation
The
sound.
way -excellent
an
is
etc.,
perlods,
compliance
czndizions,
risK-=-:aSez
a
implementing
with
problems
potential
anticipate

5
standard. The ability to share and discuss the findings with EPA
is extremely important to the development of a technical:y
Meanwhile, the NRC staff is accumulat.ng
practical standard.
exerience for efficient in-depth and comprehensive analyses once
the standard and regulations are established.
The Committee strongly recommends that these analyses be sharpiy
Besides
focused on conditions specific to Yucca Mountain.
emphasizing Yucca Mountain conditions, the Commictee recommends
realistic calculations wherever possible with respect to such
phenomena as radionuclide retardation in fracture flow, dispersion
effects in the transport models, and a judicious selection of such
The assembly and
events as earthquakes and igneous activity.
analysis of data will strengthen the staff's understanding of the
performance of the site.
We provide here only preliminary observations, conclusions, and
we believe the evolution of the standards and
recommendations.
regulations for the proposed Yucca Mountain repository is a very
important activity for NRC and EPA and plan to maintain awareness
We urge the NRC staff to pursue these
of the progress made.
programs in a timely manner.
Sincerely,

Paul W. Pom
Chairman
Reference:
"Technical Bases for Yucca Mountain Standards," National Resear=Council. 1995

TECHNICAL BASIS FOR YUCCA MOUNTAIN
STANDARDS
ACNW February 9, 1996 letter - noted multiple previous Committee
comments (since 1990) on defense-in-depth, timeframes, human
intrusion, critical group.
Committee addressed several issues in February 9 letter:
Regulatory Timeframes - reported on earlier during this
briefing.
Health Effects of Low-Levels of Ionizing Radiation reported on earlier during this briefing
Critical Group/Biosphere - working group held yesterday.
Biosphere definition important. Critical group should be
consistent w/concept of a risk and health-based standard.

TECHNICAL BASIS FOR YUCCA MOUNTAIN
STANDARDS (cont'd)
Also believe if threshold dose could be generally accepted, at least for
regulatory purposes, it would be major accomplishment. Further additioal
information required before this issue resolved...considerable discussion
between scientists likely with resolution apolitical.

TECHNICAL BASES FOR YUCCA MOUNTAIN
STANDARDS (cont'd)
Also addressed in February 9 letter:
population protection vis-a-vis protection of groundwater as
resource (groundwater standard inappropriate);
human intrusion - focus should be on a well-designed
repository that retains integrity for a long time (perhaps
then consider human intrusion scenarios to gain further
confidence in repository performance);
defense-in-depth/subsystem requirements - for site specific
(Yucca Mountain) do not need subsystem requirements, but
should quantify performance of all subsystems, engineered
and natural, in the performance assessment.
Committee will continue to review and comment upon EPA proposed
Yucca Mountain standards and.the conforming NRC regulations.

ENCLOSURE 5
ACNW PRIORITIES
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MEMORANDUM TO:

Chairman Jackson

FROM:

Paul V. Pomeroy~(
ACS chairsan
T
"

SUBJECT:

RVISION OF ACIW PRIORITY ISSUES

1

The attached draft document dated December 28, 1995, presents the
results of a recent Advisory Committee on Nuclear Waste (ACNW)
review of topics that are potential items for deliberation by the
Committee in high-level waste, low-level waste, and related
performance assessment. It includes all issues directed to the
Committee by the Commission as veil as those requested by the NRC
staff and several initiatives of the ACNV.
The itms in each
category of issues are arranged in order of decreasing priority,
but no attempt is made to prioritize issues among categories.
Highest priority is assigned to those topics directed to the
committee by the Chairman and Members of the Commission.
All
topics are ranked in order of their importance to the Commission
and their due date.
In selecting action issues, the ACNW also
considers the resources available to the Committee and its general

areas of expertise.

Although issues for deliberation are continually added to the
agenda of its meetings based on directives and requests, the ACNW's
agenda is
generally based on a periodically revised listinq of

high-priority issues.
The priority listinq is used as a vehicle
for obtaining advice from the Chairman on the issues of greatest

interest to the Ccomission and as a quide for setting ACNW seeting
both short-term issues resolved within a few months and
agendas.

longer-timn

concerns are included in the priority issues list.

A review aWd revision of ACNW priority issues is timely because of

the recmit chanMes in the Commission, the rapidly evolving DOE
high-level waste program, and the XRC response to these changes, as
well as the decreasing resources available to the various elements
The latter situation impacts the ACWN in
of the waste program.

several critical ways.

First, declininq funds for implementinq

DOE's characterization and prelicensinq activities for the proposed
underground repository at Yucca Mountain have drastically curtailed
As a result, the ACiW
these programs and related NRC activities.

must react to these programmatic changes. Further, the decline of
resources has limited the number of direct interactions with the
DOE and NRC staffs. Finally, the restricted funding available to
advisory

committees

necessarily

limits

the

ACNW

activities.

2

U
one-third.

AccordilaT #th•e
imporat•t

by

s.

enclosed priority list
is directed at the most
In addition, the ACNW has cut back on meetings

Efficiency is achieved by limiting the number of

personal interactions vith NUC, 003, and other stakeholders.
This
has called for some modification to our operational procedures,
vith a greater emphasis on independent study by the members and
staff
of the AONW and subsequent collegial deliberations at our
neetings.
I look forvard to discussing this most recent draft list
of
priority issues vith you and Commissioner Rogers in the near
future.
I vould velcome any comnents and suggestions regardinq
additions, deletions or changes in emphasis that you might vish to
make.
Attachment:
cc:

Priority Issues

Commissioner Rogers
J. X. Taylor, EDO

DR-AFT
December 28, 1995
PRIORITY

I:SSUES

HIGH-LEVEL WASTE

:.

Reculatorv Framework

The Advisory Committee on Nuclear waste (ACNW) is reviewing
the consistency and compatibility of the regulatory process
for licensing a high-level waste repository in accordance witn
the recently published National Academy of Sciences repcrt: :n
the "Technical Bases for Yucca Mountain Standards," EPA's
pending 40 CFR Part 197, and NRC's response with modifications
or alternatives to 10 CFR Part 60.
The central focus is to
review the technical basis for NRC's subsystem requirements
versus bottom line performance measures.
New ideas to
preserve the defense-in-depth concept and its

implementation

will be considered. The ACNW intends to provide advice to the
Commission to ensure a workable regulatory framework for highlevel waste disposal that will provide adequate assurance of

protecting public health and safety.

2. ~Adeauacv of Revised Program Aproach
The prelicensing and licensing activities of the NRC and :Cr
are in major transition.
In its transition planning, DCE 'as
changed its focus from a technical site suitability iTSS
decision and license application submittal to a Viab.;..:y
Assessment.
The Viability Assessment involves reposic:ry
design completion sufficient for evaluation of performance0
and definition of costs and schedules.
The key eiemen:s
-nclude repository and waste package design, total system
performance assessment, a license application plan, and a
Mined Geologic Disposal System life cycle cost.
In addlticn,

:cE will focus in 1996 on data analysis and synthesis rather
than on data collection.

The IRC will conduct a preliminary review of DOE's Viabi.:-'

Aseessent to identify licensing concerns using the Reguiat:ry°
Plan. The NRC's current focus is on resolution cf Key
Re•vi
Techeical Issues (KTIs) as part of its reduced vertical s--.e
program, including working toward resolving KTIs.
The ACNW will evaluate DOCE's revised approach, and NF's
revised program procedures, including resolution of K7:s an.:
: e high-priority tasks needed for their resolution.

DRAT
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3.

Si0t*

Uacterization Activities Related to Waste Isolation

The ACNW will provide advice to the Commission on DOE's
Viability Assessment determination for the Yucca Mountain
project and its waste isolation strategy.
The ACNW will
provide advice to the Commissioners and guidance to the staff
on site characterization and analysis activities related to
DOE's topics and NRC's KTIs.
4.

Recositorv

Desian

(Includes

Thermal

Loading

and

Ccuc!e

The ACNW will review the repository design including thermal
loading.
Questions to be addressed include: What coupled
processes are affected by the thermal load and how? What will
be the effect on the hydrology, geochemistry, and mechanical
processes, and is there adequate research in place to aid our
understanding?
Have adequate models been constructed to
predict repository behavior? The broader question of coupled
processes
(geology/geochemistry/
hydrology/thermal
and
mechanical effects) will be considered under this task and
appropriate advice provided.
5.

Reaulatorv Review Plan/NRC's Repository Licensing Stratery
The staff is shifting its focus from developing the License
Application Review Plan (LARP) to a modified Regulatory Rev-ew
Plan consisting of acceptance and review criteria for KTs.
The NRC staff continues to place a high priority on developing
key portions of the LARP in its Regulatory Review Plan. The
ACNW will focus attention on the Regulatory Review Plan, which
will provide the framework and indicate the technical issues
that must be addressed in DOE's Yucca Mountain project license
application. Issuance of EPA standards and conforming changes
to 10 CFR Part 60 will have a profound impact on the regulatory framework.
These modifications and their implications
will be the subject of intense scrutiny by the ACNW.
PRIORITY ISSUES
LW- LEVEL WASTE

S.

Role of NRC/ACNW in LLW Disposal
The ACNW is reviewing the role of the NRC in low-level was:e
This review includes studying var-- =
disposal.
(LLW)
alternatives NRC could pursue from maintaining the curren: 1_4
przgram to eliminating all ac:ivities related to LLW dispcsal
:ssues also include the adequacy and compatibility :c "-n
There is a perceived need f:r :-Agreement States program.
Office of Nuclear Materials Safety and Safeguards :c ie-e -:

3
a priOritized set of elements in the LLW disposal program that

must be accomplished to ensure public health and safety and to
satisfy a national need.
7.

Risk-Based Regulation
The ACNW expects to support an effort designed to help Tcve
the agency from deterministic regulations toward risk-based
regulations.
The goal is
to link more closely adeqtua:e
assurance of safety with the regulations.
This effort wouid
focus on practices in other nations that have begun to move in

the direction of risk-based regulations.
Efforts toward rosk
harmonization with the EPA would be considered in this
project.
(A similar effort is appropriate for high-level
waste disposal.)
8.

Bole of ACNW in Decommissionina
The ACNW believes it

can make an important contribution to the

agency's efforts associated with decommissioning.

This advice

would be applicable to both materials facilities and nuclear
power plants.
The ACNW has been asked by the Commission for
advice on the Site Decommissioning Management Plan (SDMP) and
is currently formulating such advice.
The Committee has alsc
reviewed the lessons learned from the decommissioning of :ze
pathfinder reactor.
Concerns regarding residual levels Z:
contamination will be considered.
PRIORITY

ISSUES

PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT
9.

7reatment of Uncertainty in

"Bounding Issues"

The ACQW will study the treatment of uncertainty in DOE's use
of bounding analyses, as part of its overall review of :::asyutm
performance assessment (TSPA) and iterative performane
aseensent (IPA) .
Uncertainty analysis is one of the mcs,:
Insights
itW& ant aspects of performance assessment.
uncertainty analysis enhance the determination of the adeq-a=:°
How will the NRC deter¶n2e
of site characterization data.
whether or-not DOE has indeed bounded a parameter or ar.a_'5:.s
:ne
Should the NRC produce a separate guidance document
:reatnent of uncertainty or possibly include 1i1:
Regulatory Review Plan?

4

rFT

Role @f Lert Judamenl
The ACNW will explore the proper role of expert judgment and,
The funcin particular, formally elicited expert judgment.
How are the
of peer review panels will be examined.
tion
opinions of experts preserved if they are no longer available
In general, how will expert
at a license hearing?
to testify
opinion be used in the decision process? A significant nearterm task for the ACNW is to provide advice on the NRC staff's
development of a guidance document on the use of expert
j udgment.

ACNW PRIORITIES ISSUES
111

Regulatory Framework

[21

Adequacy of Revised Program Approach

[31

Site Characterization Activities Related to Waste Isolation Strategy

[41

Repository Design (Includes Thermal Loading and Coupled Processes)

[51

Regulatory Review Plan/NRC's Repository Licensing Strategy

[61

Role of NRC/ACNW in LLW Disposal

ACNW PRIORITY ISSUES (cont'd)
[71

Risk-Based Regulation

[81

Role of ACNW in Decommissioning

[9j

Treatment of Uncertainty in "Bounding Issues"

1101

Role of Expert Judgment

[11i

Negligible Incremental Risk Level

[121

Source Term/Container

Why Have a Priority List?
The ACNW considered a number of high-impact regulatory issues of importance to
the Commission and focused, for resource reasons, its attention on twelve areas

How were they picked?
The items were picked by a majority consensus of the Members. A large number
of issues were considered (bottom-up), as well as topics that are important to safety
and key to an effective regulatory program in the next few years (top-down). The
twelve priority issues resulted from this process. These choices were made on the
basis of regulatory impact.
As progress is made in these areas or changes occur in the NRC's regulatory agenda,
focus of individual issues will shift or new issues will replace the current group.

Current progress on these Priority Issues?
Each of the items discussed today can be found on our priority list of issues:
11. Negligible Incremental Risk Level
1.

Regulatory Framework (TBYMS/Time Frame)

5.

Regulatory Review Plan/NRC's Repository Licensing Strategy (Key Technical
IssuesNertical Slice)

10. Role of Expert Judgment

Planned Future Reviews on Priority Issues
In the near future (next 6 months) the Committee anticipates working on the
following topics:
Specification of the Critical Group and Reference Biosphere (Priority Issue
1 Regulatory Framework)
Thermal Loading and Coupled Processes (Priority Issue 4, Repository
Design)
-

Radionuclide Transport (Priority Issue 3, Site Characterization)

-

Volcanism (Priority Issues 3, Site Characterization)

The Issues on the Priority are Interrelated not Independent Issues
The issues on our list are interconnected: for example, a better understanding of the
effects of low-levels of radiation will form the basis of a risk-informed regulation.
In a similar manner, the treatment of uncertainty analysis in performance
assessment will aid in the formulation and use of risk-informed regulation.
Another illustration would be judging the adequacy of the Revised Program
Approach (Issue 2), where elements from Site Characterization (Issue 3) and NRC's
Repository Licensing Strategy (Issue 5) would play a significant role.

ENCLOSURE 6
EXPERT JUDGMENT

EXPERT JUDGMENT AND ELICITATION
Comments And Concerns With Process Issues

o The Process and Steps in Conducting an Expert Elicitation

- NRC's nine step process
- The selection of the experts
- Loss of members from elicitation group - impact on testimony, requirements
for a sponsoring witness

o Process for Reaching Closure, Including Aggregating Opinions

EXPERT JUDGMENT AND ELICITATION
DOE/NRC Interface Issues

o Resolution of Possible Conflicts Between DOE Approaches to Using Expert Judgment

and NRC's Guidance
o Resolution of Open Issues Between DOE and NRC

EXPERT JUDGMENT AND ELICITATION
Legal and Licensing Issues
The Legal Acceptance of the Elicitation in a Licensing Hearing
- Expert elicitation as a methodology to develop technical information and
judgments (as opposed to a litigation tool)
- Establishing a protocol for using expert elicitation in licensing
- Testimony of expert panel members
- Resolution of conflicts in expert testimony by licensing boards and judges
- Admissibility of items in a litigation context
- Resolving legal conflicts of interest
o Rulemaking to Resolve Some of the Potential and Likely Legal Issues That May Arise

in a Hearing, Possibly Many Years after the Elicitation

